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project IB CVET presentation
The Europe 2020 Strategy has set the increase of the adult participation into continuing training schemes as one of its goals. Several European countries find it
equally difficult to involve the businesses and labour and management organisations. In Portugal, for example, the level of qualification of the population remains
significantly lower than the European average.

Starting with the Commision´s definition published in 2014 as its 2014 Communication on Innovation in the Blue Economy acknowledged, "Growth in the Blue 
Economy will require an appropriately skilled workforce, able to apply the latest technologies in engineering and a range of other disciplines. There is currently a 
skills gap that must be tackled.“

The Communication was endorsed by the European Parliament, whose report noted a “growing disengagement and disinvestment by Member States in the 
spheres of science and education” and called on regional authorities to invest in “an ambitious social dimension of Blue Growth and maritime literacy in order to 
promote training and access for young people to maritime professions.”

The International Benchmarking on CVET Project brings Portuguese, French, Spanish and Maltese partners together to focus on one common issue, namely
Continuing Vocational Education and Training in the Blue Economy and, most precisely, the ship repair and shipbuilding sector which is at the forefront of the
Industry.

The Project mainly intends to influence the authorities that handle CVET in the countries of the consortium. The purpose is twofold: the Project seeks to enhance
the way CVET is seen while having a positive impact on CVET policies and schemes across the European Union by means of a wide circulation.

To pursue those goald, IBCVET involves companies to define the best options to regulate and certificate with official levels and profiles the training scenarios.

Vocational training first allows the workers to develop their skills and gain qualifications. It also makes it possible for non‐or low‐qualified workers to upgrade their
skills. Vocational training therefore appears as an apt solution to the challenges of employment and employability in the partnered countries. Thus, the Project
concentrates its efforts on offering better opportunities for employed or non‐employed adults to develop their skills, and especially for those with the lowest levels
of education or training.

The quality and efficiency of CVET policies and schemes are essential if one wants the stakeholders to commit themselves. That is precisely why the Project will be
including all those who take part in defining, promoting and setting up CVET. Awareness‐raising seminars and surveys will secure the active involvement of the
businesses internationally.

This report describes the CVET policies and schemes in the 4 partner countries and factors in the main issues they are facing. It also highlights the similarities and
differences in CVET assessment and practices as it displays the data collected from Portugal, Spain, France and Malta. The active process of participation and
consultation with the businesses from the ship repair/building industry and the training organisations led to define a set of recommendations to promote and
encourage the use of CVET solutions for both employed workers and job seekers, thus making them able to join the ship‐related sector of the Blue Economy.
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WP2 Objectives

The aim of the International Benchmarking on CVET – 4 European Regions is to deeply focus on the issues of CVET (Continuing Vocational Education and Training) that have
been highlighted both in the Bruges Communiqué and in the latest Eurydice's report on adult education. Particularly, the Project will propose policy solutions for the
promotion of adults’ participation in continuing education, especially those with less access to training offers. This will be achieved through cooperation and partnership
between public authorities and CVET stakeholders from different countries and regions of the EU. The Blue Economy – for its special importance in the partnering countries
– has been chosen as the scope of application of the Project.

The work pakage 2 : International European Benchmarking on CVET for blue jobs/skills/economy: the case of
four European Regions

Aims and objectives:

> To share knowledge among the countries of the partnership related to CVET policies and systems, through the study of national main issues and their regional
translation into the Blue Economy, in particular the shipbuilding sector.

Processes and overall approaches:

The benchmarking exercise is intended to give a generic perspective based in literature analyses and surveys of policy‐makers and VET managers. The main
processes and overall approaches are the following:
> Kick‐off meeting to work on the WP’s plan (activities, resources, schedules, specific partners role) and research methodology
> Diagnosis script preparation/ literature review, consolidation of the axis of analysis and construction of the survey;
> Case study with application to the shipbuilding sector; adaptation of the methodology to national situations, including surveys and meetings with policy makers,

VET providers and employment systems;
> National reports: internal working materials;
> Partners work meetings to discuss and share results of the basis diagnosis;

Products/results:

> Establishment of an ICT platform with a supranational dimension and extended participation dynamics
> Base report: “State of the Art” in each country and main conclusions
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WP2 Objectives

Compare CEVT policies in the 4 
Regions

(Galicia, Brittany, Malta and Portugal)

Data:

• Literature search   for each 
country

• Surveys among the employers 
of the maritime industries

• Surveys among the relevant 
training organizations

Design of an ICT platform to list 
the CVET offer that relates to the 

maritime industry

Data : 

• Surveys among the relevant  
training organizations

• Literature search

Feedback on the survey results 
to all participants on 12 January 

2017

• Sum up the assessment of the 
CVET policies in the 4 
countries

• Present the ICT platform

The 3 main intended results are as follows:
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The partners of WP2

Leader :
 ACLUNAGA

Leader :
 PARAGON

Leader :  BPN

Partners :  MEFP

Leader s:

 Magellan

 AIN

Partners :
 ANQEP

FRANCE

MALTA

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

Asociación Cluster del Naval Gallego

www.aclunaga.es

Associação das Indústrias Navais
www.ain.pt
Agência Nacional para a Qualificação e 
Ensino Profissional I.P.

www.anqep.gov.pt

Magellan ‐ Associação para a Representação
dos Interesses Portugueses no Exterior
www.magellan‐association.org

Bretagne Pôle Naval
www.bretagnepolenaval.bzh

Maison de l'Emploi et de la Formation 
Professionnelle du Pays de Brest
www.paysdebrest‐mefp‐plie.fr

Paragon Europe

www.paragoneurope.eu

4 European countries are involved in the continuing training
study in the shipbuilding sector and are represented by 7
partners.
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Concepts definition

What is CVET ?
Extent and boundaries in the project

What is the EQF ?

The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a European‐wide qualifications framework which joins the qualifications of different European
countries together.

The EQF helps to compare national qualifications systems and enable communication among them. The EQF has eight common European reference
levels, which are described in learning outcomes: knowledge, skills and competences (see EQF level descriptors).

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT : 
 Adult with low qualifications

LEVEL OF TRAINING 
CONCERNED BY THE STUDY
 EQF level 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

CVET (Continuing Vocational Education and Training) is a form of learning that cannot be
substituted by others, whether higher education, general education or initial VET. (Cedefop, 2014b)

It is part of lifelong learning (LLL) and may encompass any kind of education (general, specialised or
vocational, formal or non‐formal, etc.). It is a part of adult learning oriented towards professional
development and it is crucial for the employability of individuals.

> The scope of the project is CVET as a skills and qualification development vector and as an
upskilling and reskilling key instrument for adults with low qualifications, and as a response to
the challenges of employment and employability.
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Concepts definition
EQF level descriptors 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS IN THE EUROPEAN QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK (EQF)

EQF 
LEVELS

KNOWLEDGE
(factual and/or theoretical)

SKILLS
(cognitive and practical)

COMPETENCE
(autonomy and responsability)

LEVEL 
1

basic general knowledge basic skills required to carry out simple tasks work or study under direct supervision in a structured context

LEVEL 
2

basic factual knowledge  
basic cognitive and practical skills required to use relevant 

information to carry out tasks and to solve routine problems using 
simple rules and tools

work or study under supervision with some autonomy

LEVEL 
3

knowledge of facts, principles, processes and general concepts, in 
a field of work or study

a range of cognitive and practical skills required to accomplish 
tasks and solve problems by selecting and applying basic 

methods, tools, materials and information

take responsibility for completion of tasks in work or study adapt 
own behaviourto circumstances in solving problems

LEVEL 
4

factual and theoretical knowledge in broad contexts within a field 
of work or study 

a range of cognitive and practical skills required to generate 
solutions to specific problems in a field of work or study

exercise self‐management within the guidelines of work or study 
contexts that are usually predictable, but are subject to change 
supervise the routine work of others, taking some responsibility 
for the evaluation and improvement of work or study activities

LEVEL 
5

comprehensive, specialised, factual and theoretical knowledge 
within a field of work or study and an awareness of the 

boundaries of that knowledge

a comprehensive range of cognitive and practical skills required to 
develop creative solutions to abstract problems

exercise management and supervision in contexts of work or 
study activities where there is unpredictable change review and 

develop performance of self and others

EQF levels 6, 7 and 8 are not described because the target public of IBCVET are people with low qualifications.

The European Qualifications Framework level descriptors make it more understandable what a learner with a qualification related to the EQF knows,
understands and is able to do on completion of a learning process. This approach also makes it possible to compare qualifications awarded in all
types of education, from school education to academic, professional and vocational at each of its levels.
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Blue economy and Shipbuilding
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Shipbuilding is concerned with vessels of high added value and with specific characteristics such as cruise‐liners, gas tankers, high‐speed vessels,
submarines, stealth ships, fishing vessels (from large oceanic tuna vessels to the smallest coastal ones) research vessels and support ships.

Consequently, the professionals employed in ship‐related industries cover an almost infinite range of skills.
The civil shipbuilding/repair industry requires a very high level of adaptability of employees at very different levels of responsibility as the most
advanced technologies are constantly being implemented. It is important to note that the shipbuilding value chain encompasses all stakeholders:
from design (engineering / consultancy), construction (building and repair of ships and also gear) from suppliers and from specialized services,
throughout the 5 fleets: Navy, merchant marine, fishing, yachting (over 24M) and equipment and research vessels.

The qualitative development of shipbuilding trades is essential in relation to the technological evolutions of the products designed and built by the
industrialists. This state of affairs requires the optimized deployment of continuing vocational training measures which will be acquired over time
(sometimes more than 10 years) as experience is gained through the various projects.

The census work carried out within the framework of the IBCVET project for the creation of the database has made it possible to highlight the trades
in the sector which are accessible for the target public the least trained.

This accessibility can only be provided by means of a deployment of continuing vocational training measures. For example, handlers have a key role
in assembling the lightest to the heaviest items (up to dozens of tons) which implies the operation of handling equipment such as cranes, gantry
cranes, lifting beams, etc. Training in the handling of lifting equipment results in an appropriate qualification (e.g. France Cases)

Opportunities in oxygen cutting are also sought after but only a continuing professional training action adapted to the shipbuilding/repair industry
provided by the company or technical establishment will enable access to it.
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Blue economy and Shipbuilding

One of the specificities of the ship building/repair industry is that it needs workers with a minimum level of training because it is highly technical
and technological . This raises the questions of how one can bridge the gap between the standards and the practices, and how non‐specific
techniques can durably apply to the Industry .

The ship building/repair industry mainly involves boiler works andmechanics. Therefore, it does not compare to the industries that are identified as
high‐tech, such as the nuclear or ICT sectors ‐information and communication technologies. The image of the ship‐related industry is contrasted.
Technically, the Industry is poorly considered: higher technicians and engineers usually describe it unfavourably only because they do not know that
it actually requires the production of excellently manufactured goods and services with a high added value. On the other hand, from a social and
occupational perspective, the Industry is said to be very demanding for it is known to adapt to very irregular market cycles while meeting logistic
requirements and quality standards.

The Industry’s specific requirements
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France :

Spain : 

The French shipbuilding industry ranks 6th worldwide and 2nd in Europe on the global civil and Naval market. It boasts a €8,5 billion turnover and over 42, 000
jobs, most of which involve highly technological positions that cannot be relocated and are beneficial to many areas.
It is made up of 1,000 SMBs and industrial businesses of intermediate size, and two major leaders (DCNS et STX) illustrate its comprehensive skills.
It has remained globally competitive thanks to increasingly complex products : no less than floating cities, ships are hypercomplex systems that have reached
very high degrees of sophistication. Hundreds of businesses and dozens of trades‐from the best skilled workers to the engineers‐ join in the process of building
the ship.
The industry is mainly positioned on ship fabrication and maintenance‐for high added value. It is way ahead technically as it has put a lot of effort into R&D and
innovation. Facing fierce Asian competition on products with low added value, the industry inevitably needs leading‐edge industrial and technical expertise to
ensure its sustainability.
Using increasingly advanced technology and techniques, the businesses are looking for highly skilled candidates who are able to adapt to the latest
technological developments. The number of unskilled workers decreases as more and more positions for skilled workers and technicians are created.
In Brittany, the shipbuilding sector includes 205 companies, with a workforce of 13,552 employees. The total turnover of the companies that constitute the
sector is approximately € 2,7 billion.

Shipbuilding is a sector with a great tradition and strong/powerful in Galicia. It is a strategic sector, not only in terms of the number of jobs that directly and
indirectly generates, but also in its significant impact on the socio‐economic environment.
It is an industry of synthesis, in which the shipyards compose the ship with prefabricated blocks by the Complementary Ancillary Industry (IAC). Shipbuilding is
characterized by the manufacture of unique products, rarely in series and with high unit value. The final product, the ship, requires a long period of
construction and has a high lifetime (20‐25 years).
The region counts on all industries engaged in the construction, transformation, repair, maintenance and cutting of all types of ships, boats and floating
devices, as well as the manufacture of engines, turbines, equipment, machinery and specific accessories to ships and boats.

In Galicia, the shipbuilding sector includes 188 companies, among it there are 13 shipyards, with a workforce of 9.574 employees. The total turnover of the
companies that constitute the sector is approximately 1.419.294 (thousand €).

12
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Portugal :

Malta : 

The Portuguese shipbuilding and ship repair sector is very diverse in terms of size and applied technologies, ranging from the maintenance of merchant ships,
the construction of ships of great complexity, the maintenance of the Navy's fleet, to small vessels for fishing and leisure, making a relevant presence in the
international repair and maintenance market of large ships.
Shipbuilding is technologically advanced industry which needs highly qualified and skilled personnel. Employment is growing fast. The qualifications needed, for
its specific nature, are not available in the market, nor obtained by young people who completed the secondary education.
The naval sector need to recruit new workers to take courses in various specialized areas, such as: Mechanical Metalworker ; Machine Tool Operator; Naval
Firefighter; Drivers of Lifting and Transport Gear and Naval Metalworker. Some other shipyards have also a need to have other qualifications in the CNQ.
Those shipyards cannot apply to the Operational Programs of the strategic global framework – Portugal 2020 to the continuing vocational education and
training they are doing and have to draw up the training plans to train and prepare the workers to adapt to this highly competitive industry.
The responses given to the questionnaires give a clear view that the companies need to be more informed about the existing CVET in Portugal and that the
existing CVET policies have to be adapted to the needs of the industry.
According to the National Institute of Statistics (INE), in 2015, the industry had 3235 employees and € 297 Million of turnover

There are two classifications in the Maltese shipbuilding sector: shipbuilding and recreational craft. The latter are those vessels below 24m hulls. Shipbuilding
(including ship repair and conversion) is intended for merchant/commercial purposes, but also military vessels. It addresses as well products and services
supplied for the building, conversion, and maintenance of these ships.
The sector relating to recreational craft is addressed under Marine Tourism. Shipbuilding has seen a major decline in Malta. Notwithstanding, the industry
should not be abandoned since niche opportunities exist in the field of gas conversion, satellite navigation systems and ICT, all of which are supported in the
Blue Economy. E‐Maritime is an EU initiative that aims to foster the use of advanced information technologies for working and doing business in the maritime
transport sector. There is also an enterprising private segment that has managed to survive competition in the ship repair industry as well as a number of
assets that may offer opportunities. The government has issued an expression of interest to exploit the Marsa Shipbuilding potential. Opportunities to shift to
higher added value work, including LNG conversions of vessels, are starting to emerge with the EU funding a number of projects both in conversion as well as
infrastructure required. In Malta case the main focus on the industry is at the sector of Logistics (Ports, Bunkering operations, Transhipment of Petro‐chemical
Products, Kordin Grain Terminal) and Services (Maritime Legal Framework, Malta Ship Register, ICT & E‐Maritime, Ship Repairs & Beyond, Nautical and Coastal
Tourism, Yachting).
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Methodology

Feedback on results
Presentation of the final 

report and the ICT 
platform during 

PRO&MER job/training 
fair

12 JANUARY 2017
Brest, France

Report on the project 
status

Project results

NOVEMBER 2016

Centralization of all 
the collected data

Survey among industrials 
and training organizations

WP2  kick‐off
‐ The partners 
circulate the surveys

‐ Country‐specific 
questionnaires are 
handed in before 
March 30th, 2016.

‐ Country‐specific 
assessment reports 

are written

The ICT platform is 
made available online

Accessible to all 
partners

Monitored by 
PARAGON

NOVEMBER 201626 SEPTEMBER 201614 MARCH 2016 –
30 MARCH 2016 

Status update
Project  update with 

each partner

• Number of the 
surveys that have 
been circulated
• Number of 

responses
• Analysis of the first 

results

JUNE 2016

Timeline



Features and scheme :

• Targeted audience
• Types of training organizations (State bodies, privately‐run, training centres, …)
• Certifications
• Regulatory
• Who initiates the training ? (Employees and/or employers, …)
• Continuing training scheme (CVET personal credits, training leave, ...)
• Payment (subsidies, …)
• Company contributions for CVET
• Duration of the training sessions
• …

OUTLINE CVET POLICIES IN YOUR COUNTRY

DESCRIBE THE SPECIFICITIES OF THE MARITIME INDUSTRY
• Training needs of the businesses
• Sought‐for skills
• Training types ( internal, external, mentorship,  …)
• Time dedicated to training
• …

SWOT ANALYSIS: STRENGH/WEAKNESS OF THE SCHEME

15

Methodology
Each partner region was asked to carry out a diagnosis/inventory of continuing training in ship‐related industries. This was to include the following
points, adapted according to the specificity of the country.
 The aim was to compare the way training was carried out in each country

Assessment



Target : 
Businesses in the maritime industry
(shipyards and parts manufacturer)

Management :
As suits you best

Email (online survey) ‐
Face‐to‐face interviews ‐

Phone interviews ‐

 METHOD

Duration of the survey : 
10 minutes

Objectives :
Have a representative number of answer in the 4 
region
‐ The feedback must reflect the industry in each country

Deadline :
End of the survey August 31, 2016

Results :
Centralize all the results in an Excel 
worksheet in English for September 26, 
2016 at the latest

%
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Methodology
Questionnaire : businesses

In order to enhance the "country diagnosis", a questionnaire for shipbuilding companies was drawn up (see appendices). Each country had the choice of 
the mode of application as well as the possibility of modifying it according to specific aspects of the country.

 The aim was to collect the quantitative and qualitative data necessary to define the country diagnosis



 RESULTS
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Methodology

FRANCE : SPAIN : PORTUGAL : MALTA :

Each country was qualified to adjust survey questions to country‐specific items  prior to circulating them to businesses.
Survey responses were collected from 27 June 2016 to 25 July 2007 from all the countries involved.

Survey method :
> Online questionnaire and 
phone reminder

Sent questionnaires : 
> 107

Submission rate : 
> 60%

Survey method :
> Questionnaire sent by 
email also phone reminders 
and visits to the companies

Sent questionnaires : 
> 115

Submission rate : 
> 39%

Survey method :
> Questionnaires sent by 
email and phone reminder

Sent questionnaires : 
> 66

Submission rate : 
> 33%

Survey method :
> Online questionnaire

Sent questionnaires : 
> 24

Submission rate : 
> 58%

Submitted Surveys

64
Submitted Surveys

45
Submitted Surveys

22
Submitted Surveys

14

 140 businesses from all the participating countries have responded to the survey

Questionnaire : businesses



 �ECONOMIC WEIGHT OF RESPONSES IN THE BLUE ECONOMY
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Methodology

FRANCE : SPAIN : PORTUGAL : MALTA :

It is important to note that although response rates are not high, the percentage of responses obtained is nevertheless representative of all companies 
in the ship‐related sector for that geographical area, whichever the country.
The details of answers by country can be found in the corresponding diagnosis.

Region concerned: Brittany
• Number of companies: 205
• Number of employees: 13,552
• Turnover : € 2.7 billion 

Survey result:
• Number of companies: 64
• Number of employees: 2,499
• Turnover : € 756 million

The sample represents:
• 31% of companies
• 18% of employees
• 28 % of turnover

Region concerned: Galicia
• Number of companies: 188
• Number of employees: 9,574
• Turnover : € 1,4 billion

Survey result:
• Number of companies: 45
• Number of employees: 6,118
• Turnover : € 769 million

The sample represents:
• 24% of companies
• 64% of employees
• 55% of turnover

Country concerned: Portugal 
(whole country)
• Number of companies: 343
• Number of employees: 3,018
• Turnover : € 297million

Survey result:
• Number of companies: 22
• Number of employees: 1,872
• Turnover : € 198 million

The sample represents:
• 6% of companies
• 62% of employees
• 55% of turnover

Questionnaire : businesses

Country concerned: Malta (whole 
country)
• Number of companies: 24
Taking into consideration that
the companies which are 
specialised in shipbuilding sector
in Malta do not intake only
shipbuilding or repairing
activities thus providing this
information does not apply in 
Malta case. 
Survey result:
• Number of companies: 14
• Number of employees: 144
• Turnover : 690,716

The sample represents:
• 58% of companies



 �DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN COLLECTING DATA
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Methodology

FRANCE : SPAIN : PORTUGAL : MALTA :
Region concerned: Brittany

Few difficulties, since companies 
have for many years been 
involved in the BPN cluster in the 
development of vocational 
training. They therefore 
understand the challenge of 
obtaining reliable and up‐to‐date 
data.

 One difficulty was to have the 
same level of involvement 
from the major part of the 
group.

Region concerned: Galicia
The response rate obtained was a 
39%, whilst it is usually about a 20‐
30%, not only in questionnaires but 
also in any other activities organized 
by Aclunaga. So, from Aclunaga’s
point of view, this response rate 
means, not only a good range of 
companies feedback, but also it has 
been a response record. 

 The main difficulty found was 
that most of the companies 
are SMEs and they are not 
capable of attending to any 
other events out of their 
workload. 

Country concerned : Portugal 
(whole country)
According to INE*, in 2015, the industry 
had 343 companies, of which 290 were 
micro companies (85 %). Micro 
companies (< 10 employees) do not have 
someone or a department in charge of 
the implementation of vocational 
training. The micro companies that 
answered to the questionnaire, did it 
because they are members of AIN and it 
was possible to persuade them by phone 
and personal contact.
•The training courses have a minimum 
number of participants (usually between 
6 and 15 people). Companies, particularly 
small enterprises, cannot dispense this 
number of employees to participate in 
the training actions, as they will have 
direct impact on daily activity.
•One medium company and one micro 
company were visited at their premises. 
Even so we were not successful with the 
micro company. 

Country concerned : Malta 
(whole country)
Shipbuilding has seen a major 
decline in Malta. There are 3 
leading companies in the sector 
but their activities include other 
services as well such as shipping. 
In Malta the main focus on the 
industry is at the sector of 
Logistics (Ports, Bunkering 
operations, Transhipment of 
Petro‐chemical Products, Kordin
Grain Terminal) and Services 
(Maritime Legal Framework, 
Malta Ship Register, ICT & E‐
Maritime, Ship Repairs & 
Beyond, Nautical and Coastal 
Tourism, Yachting). 
To this extent that challenge in 
collecting the answers is the 
decline of the industry.

Questionnaire : businesses

*National institute for statistics



CVET SCHEMES IN EUROPE 
Illustrated by 4 countries (Spain, France, Portugal, Malta)
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 In France

CVET IN THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY



The objective of the IBCVET Project for France

The French partners have got involved into the IBCVET Project to strengthen the position of the Industry among the maritime businesses in Brittany.

The Blue Economy – also named the Maritime economy‐ represents an important part of the domestic and regional economy and its potential for
development offers a source of new jobs in many fields of business, particularly the building, repair and conversion of ships. Its therefore essential to
inform and direct people towards the best training or career choices, train the workforce relevantly and recruit workers if we are to rise to the challenge
of the ‘blue’ growth.

The quantitative and qualitative WP2 survey is a prerequisite in the process of getting a better understanding of the job market connected to the Industry.
BPN and MEFP‐working as the Project leader and partner of WP2 for Brittany‐have a valuable knowledge of the Industry’s economic and social
significance; however, their knowledge now proves too specific to extend the scope of their action to the bulk of businesses and the large number of
people that are willing to join the Industry.

The purpose of the IBCVET project is to support ‘the efforts made by the sub‐contractors‐ small and medium businesses (SMBs) ‐ to adjust to the
evolution of the Industry and meet its new needs’.

This objective cannot be achieved unless CVET is developed, for it is one essential means of matching the actual needs of the businesses and the available
‐unemployed‐ human resources. Then, the skilled job seekers will have the competences they need to move on or change careers, and their inclusion into
the employed workforce will be easier.

In more detail, the method that has been applied to WP2 is meant to inform on some aspects of the Breton ship building/repair/… Industry; in addition,
WP2 depicts the current situation of the Industry ‐ including markets, careers and the skills that are needed in the short and medium term.
To do so, the Industry‐related training offer will be described as it now exists, using the results of a qualitative survey: the needs for jobs and urgent skills
will be identified and ranked, considering the evolutions in the market and the businesses ‘plans for diversification.
The skills to be developed are part of the EQF (European Qualifications Framework) in continuity with the benchmarks already positioned.

Consequently, a special attention will be given to the development of a ‘made‐to‐fit‐the‐Industry’ training offer based on the existing offer of non‐specific
technical training contents. This is how the job seekers will have the best possible employability.
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The French Education & Training System

The French education and training system is twofold :

 Initial education & training ( before entering the job market).
 Continuing training (training periods once people have entered the job market : either at work or within specific organisations)

6 to 10 years

11 to 15 years

15 to 18 years

18 to 25/30 years

25 years

55 years

60 years

60/65 years and over

Primary school

Middle school

High school

University

Education

Initial 
Training

Training

Continuing
Training
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Lifelong learning and CVET
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Education and vocational training are, traditionally , at
the core of France's priority policies.

Lifelong education and training (FTLV in French) allows
everyone to benefit from training schemes. Such schemes
may be part of the Initial Training cycle through school,
university or apprenticeship. They may also be part of
CVET (Abbreviated FPC in French) for anyone‐either
young people or adults‐who has been working. Initial
Training curricula are monitored by the relevant State
Departments and more specifically the French
Department for Education, and only lead to diplomas.
On the other hand, the French CVET both offers the
opportunity to get diplomas from the Initial Training cycle
through specific curricula and the possibility to join other
schemes leading to industry‐specific vocational training,
in order to acquire further qualification or even more
commonly without qualifying purposes: most CVET
sessions are thus rather short (48 hours on average in
2012).

Job market,

volunteering
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Vocational Training in France
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How does CVET work ? An Overview

In France, continuing vocational education and training schemes are original , as their development leaves room for
plenty of collective negotiation, and their implementation depends on the individual's work status.

CVET is aimed at people who are starting their working life or are already working. It has been an obligation by law
since 1971. Its purpose is to ensure that training be offered to employed people and job seekers to strengthen,
enhance or gain vocational skills.

It has multifold aims :

Promote voactional integration among the workforce.
Enable people to remained employed.
Promote skill development and access to the various levels of vocational training.
Work towards cultural and economic development
Secure career paths and promote access to social advancement.
Enable people to get back to work when they have discontinued their career as a result of family life or other
reasons.

CVET STAKEHOLDERS INCLUDE :

Remember

Aimingat :
Employed people, 
job seekers

Whoisentitledto deliver
training?

• A training organisation with
an accreditation

• A corporation that offers
acknowledged in‐company
training

*Source Dares, 2012

Training duration :
CVET actions are mostly short :  
48h on average*

Authorities
The State, Region Councils

Labour and management
Employers' organisations, workers'unions

Service providers
Information organisations / Training organisations / 

Centres for Skill Assessment

Businesses
Business owners fund their workers' training schemes

Trainees Others
Civil service agents 
Self‐employedWorkers

Job seekers
Young people

Adults

Vocational Training in France



31%

53%

16%
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Training Providers 

Who can deliver training ?

A company can either set up its own training sessions or outsource them.

There are 3 types of CVET providers :

> Training organisations
> Institutions (vocational integration support,…), accreditation for vocational

experience
> Centres for skill assessment

The market of training has been open from the onset as there was no legal
provision to identify any monopolistic or prevailing training provider.
Training programmes can therefore be delivered by corporations,
volunteering organisations and private or States institutions or
organisations, whatever their line of business.

Thus, in 2010, over 55 301 training organisations have been sharing the
training market, among which only 16 731 are mainly or solely training
organisations.

Survey results among shipbuilding industrials : 

Is your company entitled to deliver in‐company training ? 

Yes No Unspecified

For

61%
Only for 

company staff

If so, is it :

For

39%
Open to non‐
company staff
(inter‐company)

Vocational Training in France

> 31% of these industries have an accreditation to deliver training
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CVET funding

CVET is mainly paid for by the State, the Regions and the businesses.

> The Regions have an overall role in CVET and apprenticeship. They fund CVET mostly from decentralised budget.

> The State comes in when contracts have been settled with other authorities. The State may be involved in various ways :
‐ through tax exemptions on specific contracts
‐ through tax credits
‐ through helping the Industries and Labour and Management representatives to anticipate their needs for training and qualifications.

> The contribution from the businesses is a legal obligation that includes a specific tax

Private subsidies
All businesses contribute to developing CVET through paying for training actions
each year ‐skill assessment procedures or accreditations for vocational
experience for instance.

All employers must contribute to CVET to a certain level based on a percentage
of their yearly gross payroll . These «rates » are set by law :

> 0,55 % of the gross payroll for a less than 10 payroll

> 1 % of the gross payroll for a payroll of 10 or more

All this sum must be paid to a training subsidising body‐ « OPCA ».

Following Management and Labour agreements, some Industries have rates
above the minimum imposed by the law.

45% 
of the companies allocate more 
than the legal amount to CVET,
especially  those with a 50 or 
more payroll

> CVET is an actual booster for 
development and competitiveness.  
That's why some businesses are willing 
to spend more on CVET than is legally 
required.

Survey results among the shipbuilding 
industrials :

Vocational Training in France
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CVET Schemes

Various schemes have been devised by the State, management and labour organisations and, since
1999, Region Councils. Those schemes are made to fit people's work status and specific issues:
schemes that alternate work and school periods, , individual training leaves, specific contracts and
work periods leading to an actual qualification and individual training credits (French acronym CPF).

Access to vocational training schemes is ensured as follow : 

 Upon the employer's request as part of a training plan.
 Upon the employee's request through his/her individual training credits (CPF) or as part of 

his/her individual training leave
 As part of the work periods leading to qualification 
 As part of the work contracts leading to qualification
 As part of the vocational support and counselling through career changen (abbreviated

CÉP) and skill assessment procedures.

The management of all CVET provisions  is one aspect of  the STRATEGIC WORKFORCE PLANNING. 

8 schemes
Which are used by the employer ?

The Training 
Plan

The qualifying
period

« professionnalisation » 
contract leading to 

qualification

Which are used by the employee ?

CPF CIF

Individual training 
credits

Individual training 
leave

Which are used by both employees &employers

Skill
assessment

Accreditation for 
vocational experience
Acquis de l’Expérience

Support through
career change

Do you consider you are, generally speaking,  duly
informed on the CVET schemes ?

Yes 58%

No

Unspecified

30%

13%

Survey results among shipbuilding industrials : 30%*

des entreprises déclarent 
ne pas être bien informés 
sur les dispositifs de FC

Issues at stake :
Boost communication on CVET to inform businesses more aptly so that training be more 
easily set up.

Vocational Training in France



Work periods leading to qualification
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Vocational training schemes

The Training Plan
47%*

of the businesses in the 
industry don't have 
training plans

* Survey results among 
shipbuilding business 
owners in Brittany‐May 
2016 

The Training Plan includes all the training actions that are defined
in the company's HR policy. It can also include skill assessment and
accreditation for vocational experience procedures. The employer
is fully responsible for drafting the Plan after consulting with the
staff (depending on the payroll).

Aimed at employed people :

• Long‐term contracts
• Short‐term contract

Eligible training :

• Actions that aimed to adapt the workplace to technological developments and/or 
secure the worker's job.  

• Actions that aim to develop the workforce's skills

Subsidising :

Organisme paritaire collecteur agrée de la branche ou interprofessionnel (OPCA)

 Supportfor the shipbuilding industry
Maximum hourly support from OPCAIM* :

INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING

OTHER
TRAINING

40 € / h 25 € / h

Maximum amount paid by OPCAIM per company=> 7 500 € per year

 These subsidies may be 
combined with other schemes  (work 
periods leading to qualification, 
Individual training credits…)

Work periods that lead to qualification aim to secure long‐term contracts through training.
The worker alternates training periods at a relevant training centre and internships.
The training duration is at least 70 hours over a year maximum .

Aimed at employed people :

• Long‐term contracts

Eligible training :

These training schemes aim at :
• Getting a vocational qualification that is part of the  national directory of vocational 

scertificates. (RNCP) 
• Learning essential knowledge and skills. 

Subsidising :

From the industry‐specific, Management and Labour organisation (Opca) to which the 
business has been paying its compulsory « rate ».   
This scheme may also be defined in the company's Training Plan. 

=> Support for the shipbuilding industry 
Maximum hourly support from OPCAIM* :

Maximum amount paid by OPCAIM : 70% of the tuition fees

INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING

OTHER
TRAINING

32 € / h 25 € / h

Vocational Training in France

* For information purposes only



Individual training credits
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Vocational training schemes

« Professionalisation » contracts leading to  qualification

The « professionalisation » contract leads to gain vocational qualification through a work and
training scheme : trainees alternate periods at a training centre where they receive theoretical
teaching and periods of vocational experience in the related field at the workplace. This contract
leads to diplomas, job titles or certificates... that are approved b y the State and/or the Industry.
Such schemes aim to reintegrate workers into jobs.

Aimed at :
• Young people aged 16 to 25.
• Job seekers aged 26 and over
• The recipients of the minimum  social allowances.

Duration :
The contract lasts from 6 to 12 months, and can possibly be extended to 24 months
depending on the worker's status or the considered training.
It must not be shorter than 150 hours, 15 to 25% of which time must be spent at a
training centre.

Eligible training :
The one and only objective of this training scheme is : getting a diploma, a certificate
from the national directory of vocational certificates, or a vocational qualification
defined and approved by the National Management and Labour Commission for
Employment or the Industry. (including job certificates : CQPM, CQPI).

Subsidising :
The training costs are fully or partly paid for by OPCA

 Supporting businesses in the shipbuilding industry

Maximum amount paid for
by OPCAIM :

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING OTHER TRAINING

8 100 € before VAT 4 860 € before VAT

Aimed at :
• Workers on long/short term contracts
• Temps
• The self‐employed
• Job seekers

Eligible training :

Its purpose is to train towards further qualifications :
• Qualification, including diploma and job certificates
• Getting basic skills,
• Receive support through the procedure of accreditation for one's vocational

experience.
Other eligible training paths and contents are listed by Management and Labour
organisations.

Subsidising :

Tuition fees and related expenses (mileage, meals and accommodation) can be paid for
by :
• the Opca that collects money from the company,
• or the company itself when it spends at least 0.2 % of its payroll on individual training

credits.

Specificity of the shipbuilding industry * :
Maximum payment by OPCAIM per training hour : 45 € / h
Maximum amount paid by OPCAIM : 6 750 € pour 150 h

New scheme
Set up in  2016

The individual training credits scheme (abbreviated CPF) enables any
working individual, from the moment he/she has entered the job
market until they retire, to gain training credits that can be used
throughout their career.

Vocational Training in France

* For information purposes only



Skill assessment
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Vocational training schemes

Individual Training Leave
The individual training leave (Cif) allows employed workers to take a leave for training purposes so
that they can get further qualification, reach better positions or change careers. It is accessible
under specific terms. Employed workers must request it from their employer. Trainees are paid
throughout the leave.

Aimed at :

• Any employed worker who fulfils the conditions is entitled to a CIF, whatever his/her
work status and the company payroll.

Eligible training :

• Training leading to diplomas : training towards a title from the national directory of
job certificates

• Training leading to qualification : to acquire basic skills and knowledge

Subsidising :

From State‐approved Labour and Management organisations mainly FONGECIF (In
charge of CIFs in each region).

 Support for the businesses in the shipbuilding industry
Maximum hourly rate paid for by FONGECIF Bretagne*: 27,45 €/ h
Maximum subsidising from FONGECIF Bretagne : 18 000 € HT

* Specific to the Region

Aimed at :

• Long‐term or short‐term contracts based on seniority

Duration :

The employed worker must have been employed for at least 5 years, with a minimum of
12 months of work with the company. Workers can request a 24‐hour leave from their
employer to go through the assessment procedure.

Procedure :

The assessment includes 3 major phases :
• 1 : Analysis of the acquired skills (preliminary phase)
• 2 : Analysis of the individual's motivations (investigation phase)
• 3 : Analysis of the individual's career plan (conclusion phase))
In some cases, the leave may lead the definition of a training project.

Subsidising :

Paid for by OPCA if the assessment procedure is part of the employer's Training Plan. If
the procedure takes place upon the worker's request, it is paid for by FONGECIF or
l’OPACIF.

Strictly speaking, this procedure is not a training scheme. It can be requested either by the
employee or the employer.
Skill assessment consists of an analysis of an employed worker's personal and vocational skills. Its
purpose is to set up career or related training plans with the support of an organisation outside
the company.

UPON THE EMPLOYER'S REQUEST UPON THE EMPLOYED WORKER'S REQUEST
Financement par l’OPCAIM

62 € / h dans la limite de 24h par 
salarié soit 1 488 €

Financement par le FONGECIF
Bretagne

Maximum de 1 470 €

Vocational Training in France



Receiving support through career change
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Vocational training schemes

Getting vocational experience approved

Aimed at :

Anyone, regardless of their age, nationality, work status and education, who has had at
least one year of work experience directly related to the targetted diploma or
certificate‐ even when this experience was gained through discontinuous periods of
work.

Implementation :

The 3 steps in the accreditation process :
• Look up for and identify the most relevant diploma considering your vocational

experience
• File the forms as required
• Go through appraisal : the person is interviewed by a jury that assess his/her skills

and experience

Subsidising :

• Paid for by OPCA if the accreditation is part of the company's Training Plan.
• Paid for by FONGECIF if the request comes from the worker .

Aimed at :

• Long‐term or short‐term contracts based on seniority

Duration :

The employed worker must have been employed for at least 5 years, with a minimum of
12 months of work with the company. Workers can request a 24‐hour leave from their
employer to go through the assessment procedure.

Procedure :

• 1 : Analysis of the acquired skills (preliminary phase)
• 2 : Analysis of the individual's motivations (nvestigation phase)
• 3 : Analysis of the individual's career plan (conclusion phase)
In some cases, the leave may lead to the definition a training project.

Subsidising :

Paid for by OPCA if the assessment procedure is part of the employer's Training Plan. If
the procedure takes place upon the worker's request, it is paid for by FONGECIF or
l’OPACIF

Strictly speaking, this procedure is not a training scheme. It can be requested either by the
employee or the employer.
Skill assessment consists of an analysis of an employed worker's personal and vocational skills. Its
purpose is to set up career or related training plans with the support of an organisation outside
the company.

UPON THE EMPLOYER'S REQUEST UPON THE EMPLOYED WORKER'S REQUEST
Subsidised by OPCAIM

62 € / h *  up  to 24h per worker
=1 488 €

Subsidised by FONGECIF Bretagne
Maximum : 1 470 €

Getting your vocational experience approved leads to gaining a certificate or diploma after going
through a filing process and an interview by a jury. Approval include certifications, diplomas, job
titles or qualifications that must appear in the national directory of vocational certificates..
There is no need to attend training.

UPON THE EMPLOYER'S REQUEST UPON THE EMPLOYED WORKER'S REQUEST

Subsidised by OPCAIM
62 € / h *  up  to 24h per worker

=1 488 €

Subsidised by FONGECIF Bretagne for 
workers

Or possibly by Pôle Emploi or the region for 
job seekers

Vocational Training in France

* For information purposes only
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The French shipbuilding/repair industry:
Shipbuilding Training in France

The French Industry is mainly positioned on shipbuilding and in‐service support for technologically advanced crafts with a high added value, i.e. electrical electronics for
navigation systems, liners, cruising ships, liquefied gas carriers (LNG) and Naval vessels.

The major segments of the Industry are the following:
 Civil ship building/repair, (CRNC: industrial ships, yachting, recreational boats)
 Naval ship building and operational maintenance of Navy vessels,
 Suppliers of equipment and subcontractors for civil ship building/repair
 Suppliers of equipment and subcontractors for Naval shipbuilding and repair

The shipbuilding market is currently declining‐ overall, the sector is facing a long‐term decrease in the scheduled workload and the number of new orders. This
worsening started in 2012 as orders got scarcer and prices lower.
The fact is that the pressure from rank 1 industrials has forced production prices be cut sharply, causing an immediate impact on the local industrial subcontractors,
even though there have been encouraging announcements by the Ministry of Defence on investments into Naval equipment and vessels.
The contractors ‘strategy is to use adaptable therefore modular products; this trend necessarily implies that the production methods be adjusted and the workforce
skills adequately upgraded in an attempt to maintain and strengthen the Industry.

The ship building industry is specifically cyclical, as far as production and business are concerned. The amount of employment and the need for jobs clearly vary from
one order to the next and at every single step of a project so there are ups and downs for each trade at the yard. To make up for such variations most shipyards are
striving to diversify their activities and develop the employability of their workforce.

In France, the shipbuilding sector includes a total workforce of 42,000 and 480 organisations among which there are 69 shipyards, located across the French territory.
Nine of them have more than 100 employees. The shipyards are the major actors in the Industry, but it is worth adding the suppliers and subcontractors to the list.

Typically, the sector is strongly regional. Indeed, the coastal regions, and 4 of them concentrate most of the organisations: Ile de France ‐where the headquarters are,
Brittany, Pays de la Loire and Region PACA.

In these regions, the ship‐related industry represents an essential part of the local economy.
 These are also the leading regions where the marine renewable energies are developing.

This market is one of the essential booster to the growth of the Industry.
More than 90 % of the businesses in the Industry are very small or medium businesses. Most of the medium‐size businesses are subsidiaries of larger groups.



480
Businesses

42 000
Jobs

Bretagne
20%

PACA
17%

Pays de La 
Loire19%

Where?
» More than 90% of the industry businesses are SMBs. Industries of

intermediate size are mainly subsidies of larger corporations.

Ile de France
22%

More than 5,000 jobs
1,000 to 5,000 jobs
500 to 1,000 jobs
100 to 500 jobs
Less than 100 jobs

SHIPBUILDING, A HIGH ADDED VALUE INDUSTRY

Heures de production par produit

23h

1 000 h

1 700 h

5 500 h

50 000 h

500 000 h

10 000 000 h

12 000 000 h

The production of an 
Oasis‐type liner requires  
10, 000, 000 hours of 
work, compared to the 
23 hours needed to 
make a car. 

 Such complexity makes the industry globally competitive 

The specificities of the shipbuilding industry in France
Shipbuilding Training in France

Key figures
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‐ Shipyards
‐ Engineering – documentation
‐ Mecanics – hydraulics
‐ Electricity – networks
‐ Port facilities exploitation
‐ Training organisations
‐ Surface treatment and painting
‐ Offshore installation
‐ Shipchandling
‐ Structures
‐ Furbishing
‐ Transport – handling
‐ Control – quality – safety

Businesses that have expert skills in all the technologies 
needed for shipbuilding and maintenance. 

PLEASURE BOATS
Sailing ( < 24 metres)

Superyachts 
Water sports 

The French ship-related sector covers the whole range of vessel types, namely:

The Atlantic area
ADD S U P

over
30,000

jobs

NAVAL BOATS
1st rank vessels
Support ships / 
Specialised ships

WORK BOATS
Boats for special 

purpose/ Transport Gas 
/ Ocean exploration  / 

MREs

FISHING VESSELS
Tuna boats, trawlers,…

PASSENGERS
BOATS

Cruising ships and other 
passenger boats 

SUBMARINES

The specificities of the shipbuilding industries in France
Shipbuilding Training in France
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Focus on the industry, the Brittany region
Shipbuilding Training in France

The Breton ship‐related industry is a key sector regionally. The shipyards and
their partners (suppliers of equipment, subcontractors, R&D) employ a total
of around 12,000 people working in ship building and repair, both civil and
Naval.

Typically, the Industry is subject to long cycles and sharp variations: the
amount of employment varies significantly over the years, with prosperous
and less busy periods.

These stakeholders are positioned on high‐tech segments with high added
values. They rely on their expert skills, know‐hows and leading‐edge facilities
to compete globally.

In 2007, the Industry stakeholders clustered and the non‐profit organisation
Bretagne Pôle Naval has been responsible for promoting and developing the
Industry since then.
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Ship-related industries, a key sector in the region of Brittany
Shipbuilding Training in France

There are 205 establishments working in the ship‐related sector. These are
located along the Breton coastline.
There are three major clusters: Brest, Lorient and Quimper‐Concarneau. They
bring together more than half of the establishments.

Location of establishments

» Lorient

» Brest

» Quimper – Concarneau

205 ESTABLISHMENTS
Mainly located along the coast

3 MAIN CLUSTERS
involving 68% of establishments

 Brest
 Quimper – Concarneau
 Lorient

For the most part, establishments are
located close to the major contractors,
but also along the main roads.
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Methodology
Shipbuilding Training in France

Method used:

We have recorded 205 Breton "naval" establishments, 128 of which are members of BPN.

• A survey was carried out among BPN member institutions. Public structures as well as single‐person establishments were not surveyed (not
concerned with continuous training of employees).

• The questionnaire was sent to the recipients by e‐mail. Several reminder phone calls were made.

• Of the 107 companies questioned, 64 responded. The response rate was 60%, with good representation of the various sectors of activity. The
answers are therefore representative of all the Breton ship‐related industry.
See graph below

Survey of the Breton industry

16%

3%

9%

23%
28%
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Sample
‘Population’ An excellent 

representativeness of 
all sectors of activity 
with just a slight 
overrepresentation of 
engineering companies 
in the answers to the 
survey compared with 
all the manufacturers to 
the naval sector in 
Brittany
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2%
3%
3%

8%
8%

12%
20%
20%

23%

Surface treatment and painting
Structures

Control – quality – safety…
Transport – handling
Mecanics – hydraulics
Electricity – networks

Shipyards
Engineering – documentation

Equipment supplier

2014 2015 2016

Company sizes :

Types of businesses
Shipbuilding Training in France

28%

48%

19%
5%

Less than 10 From 10 to 50 From 50 to 200 Over 200

*Basis of 33 establishments

Payroll evolution :

Evolution of employment over 3 years
Employment has increased by 4.5% in 3 years in the surveyed businesses.
A sharper increase in the number of jobs was seen between 2015 and
2016.

The industrial businesses fall into size‐based categories :

 Size : more than 48% of the businesses have from 10 to 50 employees. Most
are therefore SMBs.

Distribution of the companies based on activity sector:

These businesses include all the activities that
are needed for shipbuilding/repair, as covered
by the 9 major sectors herewith.

Source: Results of professionals survey – BPN 2016
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Distribution of the payroll:

An imbalanced sex ratio:
89% of the businesses payroll are men

TOTAL

Workers 46% 1% 47%

ETAM* 26% 6% 32%

Engineering and management 17% 3% 21%

TOTAL 89% 11% 100%

* Employees, technicians, supervisors

Only few women in the worforce

> Women account for 11 % of the payroll in
the surveyed companies as against 30 % in
the industry as a whole. More than 56% of
them are employees, technicians and
supervisors

> Males fill 51% of the positions of workers
and account for 84% of the engineering
and management positions.

Issue at stakes > Make more women join the sector of industrial production
so as to have a large potential worforce available

89%

11%
Men Women

Employment in the shipbuilding industry
Shipbuilding Training in France

61%

9%

27%

3%

YE
S

N
O

DO
ES

N
O
T 

KN
O
W

N.C

analysis of recruitment plans for next year shows that :

 39 business owners report that they are considering taking on
staff within 3 years‐ a total of 135 positions to fill .

 A large number of businesses‐mostly SMBs‐do not answer this
question

Creating jobs in the current economic environment illustrate the
stamina and adaptabilty of the industry.

Recruitments :

Are you considering to take on staff within 3 years ?

Source: Results of professionals survey – BPN 2016

Source: Results of professionals survey – BPN 2016
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Employment in the shipbuilding industry
Shipbuilding Training in France

The shipbuilding industry is recruiting. Creating jobs in the current economic environment illustrates the stamina and adaptability of the industry. At the
same time, a shortage of skills can be seen. Company owners express how hard it is to find skilled candidates. Besides, the industry suffers from its poor
image and a lack of publicity that make recruitment even harder.

Employers report that those issues mainly affect production jobs. The complexity of the products and the specific production flows lead companies to want
increasingly versatile recruits who are able to adapt to the latest technologies.

Skill shortage mostly concerns :

It is necessary to renew the workforce as the average age is rather high ; on top of that, early retirement is common in the industry because of asbestos
exposure.

Some businesses ascribe their recruitment issues to :
 Salary competition among competitors
 The poorer image of SMBs compared with the prestige of larger groups.
 Some businesses do not know how to make their jobs attractive and promote their people‐friendly approach of careers to the young people and their

families

ENGINEERING  PRODUCTION SUPPORT 
• Draughtsperson • Metalworkers 

welders
• Multi‐tasking 

mechanics , diesel 
engine technician

• Lathe and milling 
operator

• Pipefitter

• HSE technician
• Technical salespeople
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CVET in the shipbuilding industry
Shipbuilding Training in France

48%
44%

8%

Have you used CVET in the last 3 years ?

YES
NO

UNSPECIFIED

59%

5%

11%

11%

19%

19% Staff availability is limited so they cannot attend vocational training sessions

Unspecified

Difficulties identifying and defining  the company's training needs

Lack of relevant training offer 

High training costs

The staff's existing knowledge and skills meet the company's current requirements.

If not so, why ?

About half of the surveyed businesses have not used CVET. This is even truer for SMBs ; indeed, the
larger the company, the higher rate of training implementation it has. Only 27% of businesses with
payrolls below 10 have used CT, while it is a known fact that CVET is a major lever for performance.

The main obstacle is the insufficient availability of the worforce. On the other hand, most of the workforce
in the industry is aptly skilled to meet the needs of the companies.

It must also been noted that 31% of the businesses mention that they don't have any person or
department in charge of training plans, and the lack of management may also account for the low rates of
CVET in the industry.

> Although they spend a lot on CVET, most businesses hardly use CVET schemes.

25% Of the businesses consider that the 
current training offer does not match 
their needs

The reasons for this boil down to : 

> the lack of  shipbuilding‐related and maritime 
culture

> the lack of versatility,  especially  in production 
jobs

> the poor flexibility and adaptability of training 
durations and schedules

> The fact that the training offer is irrelevant to the 
actual workplace situations

Source: Results of professionals survey – BPN 2016
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CVET in the shipbuilding businesses
Shipbuilding Training in France

What do the companies expect ?

What do you expect from CVET ?

What business owners mostly want is to upgrade their employees' skills.

The benefit is twofold :
> Both for the employee : upgrading her/his skills is a step to going up the company

ladder.
> And for the business : diversifying skills may open the door to new markets

All in all, which abilities and  technical skills are considered as essential to the 
development of your business in the  future ? 

69%

48%

16%

19%

Skill upgrade

Diversifying skills

Bringing skills up to standard

Unspecified

41%

38%

31%

28%

28%

19%

16%

25% Unspecified

Health and safety (Work at heights and in confined spaces, prevention and management of risks in physical jobs,…)

Industrial performance, project management  (methods, lean procedures, work organisation,…)

Foreign languages

Technical slills (welding, mechanics, assembly, cutting,…)

Computing and officesoftware

Others

Lifting, handling

Source: Results of professionals survey – BPN 2016
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Training courses “of interest” in ship-related industries
Shipbuilding Training in France

One of the specific features of the shipbuilding industry is the painting and surface treatment profession. It is the quality of the painting and the
cleanliness of the hulls that protect the ship against corrosion and, in particular, rust. There are indeed quite complex surface treatments well adapted
to these problems. It is therefore a highly technical trade which also requires strict compliance with safety rules because of the toxicity of certain
products used. Despite strong demand from companies there is no Base type CAP training (EQF level 3) to go directly into this trade. Consequently
recruitment is open to holders of a basic level 3 diploma (types CAP and Professional Baccalaureate in painting ‐ building/or bodywork) that are
generally supplemented with on‐site training specifically adapted to the naval sector.

The "France" database also shows plumbing professions where the titles of training courses suggest that they are not specifically adapted to the ship‐
related sector. However, these trades are indispensable in the industry as they make it possible for all fluid connections with regard to the other clearly
identified trades within the perimeter of shipbuilding, namely: hydraulic engineers, engine manufacturers, welders and pipe fitters.
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SWOT Analysis 

SWOT

‐ The significant investment in CVET
‐ The variety of training schemes
‐ CVET actions that lead to qualification and diploma
‐ Satisfactory subsidising from OPCAs (subsidizing org.) 
‐ Legal obligation for businesses to fund CVET
‐ Training options for all 
‐ Specific training schemes aimed at young people and job seekers
‐ Adaptability of the training paths (leading to qualification)

‐ Not knowing the various CVET schemes
‐ Facing too many training schemes
‐ Being unaware of the existing training system
‐ Facing multiple training organisations
‐ Having mostly short training sessions
‐ Receiving insufficient info on CVET from the OPCAs. 
‐ Facing high training costs

‐ Launch a national communication campaign on training schemes 
and eligible contents  that can be supported by the national 
federation

‐ Enhance OPCA communication towards businesses
‐ Boost CVET attractivity by delivering an acknowledged diploma once the 

training has been completed, either based on the national directory of job 
certificates or as part of industry‐based agreements on job requirements 
(qualifications, certificates...)

‐ Make CVET a tool for skills upgrade and development
‐ Start talks between training organisations and management and labour to 

make CVET fit to the current needs
‐ Make training plans compulsory for all businesses

‐ Simplify CVET subsidising procedures

‐ Risk cuts in the companies'CVET actions 
‐ Restrict CVET to face employment changes
‐ Weaken competitiveness on the global market
‐ Increase the number of training providers
‐ Worsen the existing  inequalities between employed people and job 

seekers when needing training. 
‐ Raise training costs



 In Spain

CVET IN THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY
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Backgroud to the training for employment 

Agreements on the continuing training subsystem constitute new milestones in social dialogue and the collective bargaining in Spain, and they are an
example of shared responsibility between economic and social agents.

Their main objective was to implement and extend a permanent training culture among companies and employees, making them protagonists and
incorporating the collective bargaining. To this end, a continuing training support was created, that is the basis of the current training for employment
subsystem.

Until 1993, the Vocational Training System was integrated by two subsystems: the regulated or basic training framed in the area of education and the
vocational training, framed in the labour administration area and that addressed the unemployed through the Plan for Training and Professional
Integration (FIP Plan).

The vocational training was a residual activity held mainly by large companies for their employees. The overall average expenditure was 0.2% of the
labour cost compared with 1.5% of our neighboring countries.

It was in this context that the training of workers in employment began to be regulated through I National Agreements of Continuing Training (ANFC),
signed by the business associations (CEOE and CEPYME) and the most representative trade unions (CC.OO, UGT and CIG), and between trade unions and
National Government. With this agreement, a part of the vocational training quote was addressed to the continuing training financing through a support
system, whose management was characterized by the shared responsibility of social agents. This model was created by Foundation for the Continuing
Training (FORCEM).

This bargaining structure was repeated twice more: in 1996, II ANFC were signed, and III ANFC in 2000. III ANFC incorporated Public Administration to the
subsystem management in order to provide regulatory stability and to remove bureaucracies.

The passage of the Organic Law 5/2002 of 19 June on Qualifications and Vocational Training encouraged a framework to the integration of different
modalities of vocational training, as well as the assessment and identification of informally acquired learning, mainly from work experience.

The following year, in 2003, the Royal Decree 1046 that regulates de Continuing Training Subsystem reformed and align the III ANFC with the
constitutional framework. Moreover, this reform minimized the bureaucracy, helping the SMEs specially. For this reason, the bonus system to the on
demand training was implemented.

In 2006, the National Training Agreements decided to integrate the vocational training and the continuing training in one Vocational Training for
Employment stipulated by Royal Decree 395/2007.

Finally, the Law 30/2015 of 9 September that regulated de Vocational Training System for employment in labour area was enacted, and it will modify the
earlier legislation about Training subsystem for employment.
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Vocational training in Spain

The vocational training in Spain consists of two subsystems:

• Subsystem of Initial Vocational Training or Regulated Training, which
depends on the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport and the
Autonomous Communities.

• Subsystem of Vocational Training for Employment linked to the
Ministry of Employment and Social Security and the Autonomous
Communities.
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Subsystem of initial vocational training or regulated training (education system)

Vocational training is a set of training activities that allow for the exercise of a profession, prepare for job access and facilitate adaptation to labor changes
that may occur throughout life.

The current vocational training provides a solid base and a general specialization consistent with the labor market and with working knowledge of new
technologies. One of the keys of these studies is the connection between the educational world and the world's productive, something that is guaranteed
combining training at school with training in companies.

Thus, students of vocational training activities performed in the companies (training in workplaces, or FCT), which provides the complement of real
practical training received. For this, our region has the support of about 9,000 companies, in which an important part of the students finds their first job.
With professional training FCT grows and advances to adapt to a society that values increasingly professionally qualified people.

Studies of Vocational Training are being updated because of implementation of the Law 8/2013, for the improvement of educational quality (LOMCE) that
creates new cycles of Basic Training Programs.

Vocational training is ordered in 26 professional families, group of occupations, which constitute an economic sector and compete in the same productive
activity.

In turn, families are made up of professional training courses with the aim of training professionals of every industry professional with more skills and
more qualifications. Each training cycle includes a set of professional module of theoretical and practical training.

The training courses can be basic grade, medium‐grade or higher grade, and its duration is variable, with a maximum of two academic years.

Vocational Training in Spain
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Professional titles

The information given below was provided by the Deputy Director General for VET in Spain, due to the national levels alignment with EQF levels is yet in
process, so the information should be considered as provisional.

“In the Spanish Education System there are three different VET levels, namely:

• Superior Technician, regarded as Higher Education and aligned to the EQF 5 level through the Spanish Framework for Higher Education.
• Technician, regarded as Upper Secondary and, although its EQF alignment process is not yet finished, they have been elaborated following the EQF 4

level criteria. They are classified as ISCED 354 level.
• Basic Technician, that, although its EQF alignment is not yet finished, they have been elaborated following the EQF 3 level criteria. They are classified

as ISCED 353.”

The titles of professional training are the instrument to certify the qualifications and skills of each of them and ensure a level of training, including
professional skills, personal and social to promote competitiveness, employability and social cohesion.
The Spanish Ministry of Education or the different Autonomous Communities according to their areas of competence award the diploma on behalf of the
King of Spain. The title has academic and professional validity throughout Spain.

Vocational Training in Spain

TRAINING TITLE EQF LEVEL

Basic Vocational Training Basic Professional Title 3*

Intermediate Vocational Training Technician 4*

Higher Vocational Training Superior Technician 5

Subsystem of initial vocational training or regulated training (education system)

* Levels not aligned yet with EQF
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The Dual Training System

Within the secondary and post‐compulsory education now exists the dual training system, that it is seen as a training of vocational nature in which, in
general, education or learning alternate between training periods strictly educational with learning times in the workplace, with a variable number of
hours or days stay between the work centre and the educational centre. Most professional training systems have training modules or practical experience
developed in collaboration with companies, but not all of them are recognized as dual professional training strictly speaking.

With this new innovative modality, companies can support new organizational models of professional training aimed towards the pursuit of excellence in
the company´s relationship with the professional training centres and promote their corporate social responsibility.

Therefore, through the projects developed in the Autonomous Communities, a culture of Dual Professional Training is promoted in companies and centres
that provide people the required specialized and polyvalent training. In addition, they bring the learning of diplomas of professional training closer to
socioeconomic reality of the labour market, thereby satisfying the professional development needs and the skill requirements in different productive
sectors and the services of autonomous economies.

The Royal Decree 1529/2012, of 8th November, which enacts the training and learning contract and establishes the bases for the Dual Professional
Training, affirm, in Article 28, as purposes of projects of Dual Professional Training the followings:

a) Increase the number of people who can get a degree of upper secondary education through the teaching of vocational training.
b) Achieve greater motivation in students reducing early school leaving.
c) Facilitate employment because of increased contact with businesses.
d) Increasing involvement and responsibility of the business sector with vocational training.
e) To strengthen the relationship of teacher training with companies in the sector and promote the transfer of knowledge.
f) To obtain qualitative and quantitative data to decision‐making in relation to improving the quality of vocational training.

The implementation of this alternative in Professional Training offer depends on each Autonomous Community.

You can view the regulation that governs the new modality in:
The Royal Decree 1529/2012, of 8th November, which enacts the training and learning contract and establishes the bases for the Dual Professional
Training.
Order ESS/2518/2013, of 26th December, that regulates the formational aspects in the training and learning contract, developed with the Royal Decree
1529/2012, of 8th November, which enacts the training and learning contract and establishes the bases for the Dual Professional Training.

Vocational Training in Spain
Subsystem of initial vocational training or regulated training (education system)
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Subsystem of initial vocational training or regulated training (education system)

The National Subsystem for Vocational training in Spain has two main programs of vocational training:

1. PROGRAMS LINKED TO THE NATIONAL CATALOGUE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
that consists of professional qualifications arranged in level of qualification and professional family. These programs have a duration and contents 
specified in the regulation.

1. PROGRAMS NOT LINKED TO THE NATIONAL CATALOGUE OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS, and consists of:

a. Training in specialisation of general use 

b. Training in specialisation of specific needs

c. Training in specific needs referred to training plans in companies (training on demand)

d. Complementary training actions

Vocational Training in Spain
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Subsystem of initial vocational training or regulated training (education system)

Programs linked to the National Catalogue of Professional Qualifications

The National Catalogue of Professional Qualifications is the instrument of the
National Subsystem for Vocational Training in Spain that sorts the professional
qualifications susceptible to acknowledgement and accreditation, identified in the
productive systems in accordance with the appropriate competences for
professional work. It encompasses the professional qualifications most significant of
the Spanish productive system, organized in professionals groups and levels. It is the
basis for developing the training offer of diplomas and certificates of professional
competence.
Professional qualification is the set of knowledge and capacities that are needed in
jobs, and can be acquired through training or work experience. Five levels meet the
requisite professional competence in jobs in accordance to criteria of knowledge,
initiative, autonomy, responsibility and complexity of the developed activity.
Currently, the National Catalogue of Professional Qualifications only offers formal
training in the first three levels of qualification.

Vocational Training in Spain

LEVEL Spanish Vocational Qualification Levels

1

Competence in a reduced group of relatively simple working
activities related to normalized processes, in which the theoretical
knowledge and practical capacities involved are limited.

2

Competence in a group of well‐determined professional activities
with the capacity to use particular instruments and techniques
concerning, mainly, an execution activity, which can be
autonomous within the limits of the above‐mentioned techniques.
It requires knowledge on the technical and scientific fundamentals
of the activity concerned and capacity for the comprehension and
the application of the process.

3

Competence in a group of professional activities which require the
command of different techniques and can be executed in an
autonomous way. It involves responsibility on the coordination and
supervision of technical and specialized work. It demands the
understanding of the technical and scientific fundamentals of the
activities concerned as well as the assessment of the factors in the
process and the assessment of the economic repercussions.

4

Competence in a wide group of complex professional activities
performed in a great variety of contexts, which require to combine
technical, scientific, economic or organizational variables to plan
actions, or to define or develop projects, processes, products or
services.

5

Competence in a wide group of professional activities of great
complexity performed in different contexts, often unpredictable,
which imply to plan actions or to conceive products, processes or
services. Great personal autonomy. Frequent responsibility on the
assignment of resources and on the analysis, diagnosis, design,
planning, execution and assessment.

Certificates of professionalism consist of three levels of professional qualification,
with 1 being the most basic and 3 being the most complex. To access each of these,
people have to meet some of these requirements:
• Level 1: No training or professional requirements.
• Level 2: Graduate Certificate in Compulsory Secondary Education (ESO), Proof of

Access to Higher Level Training Cycle, Certificate of professionalism of the same
level, Certificate of professionalism of level 1 of the same professional family,
Proof of Access to the University PAU) for over 25 years.

• Level 3: Baccalaureate degree, Certificate of professionalism of the same level,
Proof of Access to Higher Level Formative Cycle, Certificate of professionalism of
level 2 of the same professional family, University Access Test (PAU) for over 25
and / Or 45 years.
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Programs not linked to the National Catalogue of Professional Qualifications: The Vocational Training for Employment System

The current vocational training system for employment aims to regulate, in the general National System of Qualifications and Vocational Training
framework, the planning and financing of Vocational Training system for Employment in the labour area. In addition, its purpose is to control the
programming and implementation of training actions, the control, monitoring and penalty system as well as the information system, the assessment, the
quality and governance system, in accordance with the purposes and principles of this rule.

The purposes of the National System of Qualifications and Vocational Training are:

Vocational Training in Spain

Training initiative
Vocational training initiatives for employment as well as training actions that integrate them are intended to permanently acquire, improve and update
skills and professional qualifications, encouraging the labour force life‐long training and combining people, companies, regions and productive sectoral
needs.

For employee:
• Improvement of professional skills and employment and training

itineraries
• Improvement of employability of workers with biggest difficulties
• Accreditation of acquired skills by training or experience
• To promote the bridging the digital divide and to ensure the

accessibility to information and communication technologies

For companies:
• Improvement of professional skills and employment and training itineraries.

For labour market:
• To meet the requirements of the labor market and the needs of

enterprises, providing Workers' skills, knowledge and appropriate practices.

Types:

• Training planned by companies for their employees.
• Training programmes developed by public authority for employed

workers.
‒ Sectoral training programmes
‒ Transversal training programmes
‒ Professional qualification and recognition programmes

Other initiatives:
• Individual training leave (PIF).
• Training combined with work.
• Public employees training.
• Public funding training, by private centres and entities intended to get a

professional certification.
• Training for persons deprived of liberty

National subsystem for vocational training
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Training planned by companies

Training helps companies to increase their competitiveness and productivity, by developing employees’ skills and qualifications.
To this end, companies have available a financial support which is paid through bonuses in the Social Security contribution.
The company can decide what training needs, how and when it is done and organized by itself or externalized to a consultant company.
The characteristics of this type of training are:
• It should be connected with the company activity and it will be developed with the required flexibility in its contents and duration, in order to meet the

companies needs and adjust their employees skills as well as the changing requirements.
• The programme will respect the right to information and consultation of employees to the Legal Representation of Workers.
• The minimum training action duration will be 2 hours.
State Employment Service, in collaboration with the most outstanding business and trade unions, will promote required initiatives in order to facilitate
and provide access of SMEs to their employees training.

Targeted workers of training

‐ Employees of companies and public entities not included in the scope of application of Public Administration Agreements.
‐ Discontinuous workers during non‐activity periods.
‐ Those who have accessed to unemployment during the training period.  
‐ Those affected by temporary measures of contract suspension due to economic, technical, organizational or productive causes.
‐ Collectives whose contribution scheme consider the payment of Vocational Training fee.

Organization of training

Companies can organize training by itself, using their own or external means for training. In the case of groups of companies, either entity by itself may
organize the training using own resources.
Companies can choose to request the training organization to an external entity. This organizing entity will recruit the accredited or registered training
entity in order to impart the training actions, unless it is the same entity.
Companies with less than 100 employees may group in accordance with territorial or sectoral criteria and will be managed with the support of business or
trade unions.

Vocational Training in Spain
National subsystem for vocational training
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Subsidized training

Among training initiatives financed within this system is the action training directly targeted to employed and unemployed workers who are funded
through grants.
The “request of training” or “subsidized training” supports the improvement companies competitiveness and complies with workers aspiration of career
advancement and personal development, who improve their competencies and skills necessary to carry out their functions or shift to another growing
sector.
Training courses are offered by business and trade unions, social economy organizations and freelancers, as well as properly registered training centres
and entities.
The application and management of these subsidies must be done through the application tool that makes the procedure quick and easy, and guarantee
the security and confidentiality of communications.

Training offer for employed workers

The purpose of this training modality is to meet the productivity requirements and competitiveness of companies, as well as meet the need of adaptation
to changes in the productive system and workers’ needs for promotion, personal development and long life learning.

They can be:
• Sectoral training programme
• Transversal training programme
• Professional qualification and recognition programme

This training offer meets the not covered needs of training planned by companies, and it will be developed in a complementary manner, through training
programmes that include training actions with sectoral or transversal character.
In addition to employed workers, unemployed may participate in this training offer according to the limit established by regulation.

Vocational Training in Spain
National subsystem for vocational training
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Types of training organizations

Training offers for job will be imparted by:

a) Public Administrations through their own means:
 National Reference Centres specialized by productive sectors, with reference to the sector map that is defined and to Professional Families listed on

the National Qualifications Catalogue, which will carry out experimental and innovative actions in vocational training.
 Integrated Vocational Training Centres, who will teach at least training offers referring to the National Catalogue of Qualifications, leading to

Vocational Training Diplomas and Professional Certificates.
 Other public specialized centres to provide vocational training for employment.

b) Business and trade union organizations and other entities benefiting from training schemes aimed primarily at workers, through centres and
institutions listed in their respective training programs.

c) Training centres accredited by the Labour Administration to provide training offer to obtain certificates of professionalism, as well as centres entered
in the Register to provide training for employment not linked to the training offer of Professional Certificates.

The Public Employment Service, with technical support, where relevant, of the Fundación Tripartita para la Formación en el Empleo, permanently
maintain updated a register of entities or accredited training centres or registered throughout the territory of the State, whom the Autonomous
Communities will communicate registrations, cancellations and modifications that occur.

Vocational Training in Spain
National subsystem for vocational training
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Financing

System of training for employment is mainly financed with resources from the collection of the vocational training quota that companies and workers
contribute to Social Security (0.7 % of the contribution base for common contingencies, whereof 0,6 % is contributed by the company and 0.1% is
contributed by the employee) .

To these funds, could be added other resources from the European Social Fund and contributions made by the State through the budget of the Public
State Employment Service.

Characteristics of financing
‐ A training credit is available for companies that can fulfil through bonuses in the corresponding reductions in Social Security fee.
‐ State General Budget Law of each fiscal year will establish the minimum credit for training according to the number of workforce of companies, that may
be higher than the training fee entered by companies to Social Security.
‐ In case of belonging to a group of companies each company may use the credit for the group with the limit of 100% of quoted for each one.
‐ Companies will participate with own resources in training financing. Companies with 1 to 5 employees are exempt from it.
‐ Companies with less than 50 employees may accumulate their credit up to a maximum of 3 years if they communicate the procedure.

Vocational Training in Spain
National subsystem for vocational training
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Current regulation of training system for employment
Royal Decree, 30/2015, of 9thSeptember, that regulates the Training System
for Employment in the work environment.

The Training System for Employment regulated in this Law provides coverage
to companies and workers of any part of Spanish territory, and responds to a
coordinate, collaborative and cooperative action between the General
Administration of the State, the Autonomous Communities, the most
representative business and trade union organisations and other actors that
influencing it to ensure the market unity and a strategic focus to training, in
accordance with the existing competence framework.

The keys of this regulation are:
‐Multiannual Stage
‐ Strategic planning
‐ Annual Reports of training needs
‐ Preference of scheduled training by the companies
‐ Evaluation of training
‐ Free concurrence

IV Vocational Agreements on Training for Employment
The fourth national agreement on training was signed in February 1, 2006
with temporal validity until December 31, 2010, and it has been extended.
The content of this agreement has been developed in the Professional
Training Agreement for Employment, which was signed in February 7, 2006
with indefinite validity.
These agreements laid the foundations that later materialized Royal Decree
395/2007, of 23 March, which regulates, since then, the Vocational Training
Subsystem for Employment.
Its main innovation was, in line with the provisions of the Act on
Qualifications and Vocational Training, the integration of occupational and
continuing training into a single subsystem.

ROYAL DECREE 395/2007 of 23 March that regulates the subsystem of
vocational training for employment.

The Royal Decree 395/2007 , of 23 March , is in transient validity
while develop vocational training initiatives for employment
specified in Article 8 of the Law 30/2015, of September 9 , except
with regard to the following provisions, which modify the Royal
Decree and its development regulations.

Other:
• LAW TAS / 2307/2007 of 27 July, that regulates the subsystem of

vocational training for employment with regard to training
demand and financing, and the corresponding data transmission
system is created , as well as personal data files owned by the
Public Employment Service.

• LAW TAS / 37/2008 that modifies the Order TAS / 2307/2007 that
regulates the training demanded.

• LAW ESS / 723/2016, of May 9 that establishes the specific model
of responsible declaration for submission by training institutes for
imparting training in different specialties provided in the
specialties training catalogue.

• Modification regulatory mandate of training offer to LAW ESS
1726/2012, of 2 August.

• General Subsidies Law.
• Regulations of the General Subsidies Law.

Vocational Training in Spain
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The maritime industry in Spain
Shipbuilding Training in Spain

Spain is a maritime country in which more than three quarters of the
perimeter of the territory is coast.
The Spanish coasts measured 7,880 kilometres, 3,200 kilometres the
Mediterranean side and 4,680 kilometres the Atlantic side, and due to the
geostrategic situation of the country, the main ports play an important role
in the international maritime traffic. A very important part of the wealth
generated in the country depends on this sector, which has a strong impact
on the Spanish economy with a sensitive multiplier effect on the production,
the GVA and employment.
In addition, this sector is crucial in the production and national economic
growth, its dimensions exceed any classical industrial sector and more than
half of its sales are converted into productive inputs from other sectors.

The Spanish Maritime Sector consists of:

Maritime industry
• Shipping, ports and port services 

and transport users
• Shipbuilding and Ship repair
• Ancillary Maritime Industry
• Fisheries and aquaculture
• Marina
• Offshore Industry
• Navy
• Generation of marine energy
• Maritime Tourism

Maritime Services
• Legal and financial maritime 

services
• Universities and training centres
• Technology centres and 

institutes of public and private 
research

• R & D Centres
• Professional associations
• Regional Maritime Clusters or 

Activity
• Trade unions

In the current study, we will focus on the shipbuilding sector, and in particularly, in Galicia, a region situated in 
the northwest of Spain
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Features of the shipbuilding sector in Spain
Shipbuilding Training in Spain

As in the rest of Europe, the shipbuilding sector has been carrying out for decades an important adjustment effort which requires, both the shipyard and
the auxiliary industry, an adaptation to the demands, establishing a market that is cyclical in nature and that is highly internationalized. This industry is one
of the most affected by the activity of Asian countries, which has forced it to compete in terms of added value, regarding advanced technologies and new
organizational methods of production and management.

Value chain of Naval Sector

The shipbuilding sector comprises, in its broadest
sense, all industries engaged in the construction,
transformation, repair, maintenance and cutting of
all types of ships, boats and floating devices, as well
as the manufacture of engines, turbines, equipment,
machinery and specific accessories to ships and
boats.
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Shipbuilding Training in Spain

We must highlight the high degree of concentration of the sector in two 
prominent areas: environments of the cities of Vigo and Ferrol.

In Galicia, the shipbuilding sector includes 188 companies, among it there
are 13 shipyards, with a workforce of 9.574 employees. The total turnover
of the companies that constitute the sector is approximately 1.419.294
(thousand €).

More than 95 % of these businesses are micro‐enterprises or SME´s.

RANGE PERCENTAGE

From 0 to 1 employees 3%

From 1 to 10 employees 17%

From 10 to 50 employees 50%

From 50 to 200 employees 25%

More than 200 employees 5%

The following graph shows the distribution, in percentages, of the
companies that are part of the shipbuilding sector in Galicia.

Distribution of companies based in activity sector

The specificities of the shipbuilding industry in Spain

6.91%

17.02%

15.96%

12.23%

9.57%

3.72%

2.13%

4.26%

7.45%

1.60%

7.98%

2.66%

8.51%

SHIPYARD

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIPREPAIR SERVICES

STRUCTURE

DECK AND HULL EQUIPMENT AND…

ACCOMMODATION

PROPULSION SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY MACHINERY

VESSEL SERVICES

ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS AND AUTOMATION

SAFETY, RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING

TREATMENT AND PROTECTION OF SURFACES

SPECIFIC VESSEL SERVICES DEPENDING ON TYPE

SUPPLIERS



Methodology

Method used:

• Questionnaires were sent by email in a Word document to each company associated to ACLUNAGA, which currently counts with 115 companies
and entities from the shipbuilding and ship repair value chain.

• 30 companies were phoned in order to remind them the request and 11 companies were visited for this purpose and get the questionnaire
fulfilled by hand.

Despite the fact that a great effort has been made to get the major number of possible questionnaires, the obtained answers were lower than the
expected ones. The main reason why we did not get more questionnaires is because of the fact that we are living a period of low activity in the
sector, and people do not have subsidies for training or the subsidies are too little, and they do not cover the cost of specialized training that
requires the sector. Moreover, all the promises that the government had made to the companies, in order to adapt the professional and continuous
training to their needs have not been fulfilled, and this is the main reason why companies do not trust in the continuous and vocational training.

Shipbuilding Training in Spain

The diagnosis of the situation of CVET in the shipbuilding companies in the region of Galicia was carried out through questionnaires distributed among companies.
The leader of the work package 2, BPN, provided the template of the survey and it was translated to Spanish and some of the questions were adapted or briefly
modified.
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CVET in the shipbuilding industry
Shipbuilding Training in Spain

Source: Results of professionals survey – ACLUNAGA

TOTAL

Workers 60% 3% 64%

Technicians, supervisors 22% 7% 29%

Engineering andmanagement 6% 1% 8%

TOTAL 88% 12% 100%

 88% of businesses payroll are men

Analysis of questionnaires

Distribution of payroll:
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CVET in the shipbuilding industry
Shipbuilding Training in Spain

• 58% of the companies have an official training scheme.

• 87% of the companies used continuing vocational training courses in the past 3 years with an average of 35% of the staff involved, mainly external (designed and

managed by another organization).

• Only 31% of the companies interviewed are accredited to teach internal courses and mainly for the own staff.

• That companies which have not used vocational training schemes gave different reasons. The most voted was the difficulty in identifying the training needs of the

company.

71%

80%

49%

18%

38%

29%

The existing knowledge and skills of the workforce meet the company’s current needs.

The training needs of the company are difficult to identify

Adequate training is not available

Training costs are high

The employees’ availability is too limited to attend vocational training sessions

Others

• 78% believe that subsidizing is not satisfactory.

• 69% thinks that industry require specific certifications (electricity, HVLV, work at height), mainly in risk prevention, quality and environment, work at

height and welding certifications.

• Skills and competencies best considered in shipbuilding business are, especially, technical and related with health and safety, as can be seen in the

attached graphic.

IF YOU HAVE NOT USED VOCATIONAL TRAINING SCHEMES, PLEASE STATE WHY :

Source: Results of professionals survey – ACLUNAGA
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Shipbuilding Training in Spain

Skills and competencies best 
considered in shipbuilding 
business are, especially, 
technical and related with health 
and safety, as can be seen in the 
attached graphic.

71%

80%

49%

18%

38%

29%

4%

Health and safety (work at height, in confined spaces, prevention of the risks linked to…

Technical (welding, engineering, assembly/fitting, cutting,)

 Industrial performance, project management

Lifting and handling

Foreign languages

Computing and office software

Others

 80% of the companies usually assess the results of the vocational training schemes, using survey among the attendees as well as appraisal by the
management based on the training objectives.

 82% of the companies do not use schemes of Accreditation of Prior Learning.
 Up to 64% of the companies feel that generally, youngsters do not receive an adequate training during their school/high‐school/university. A

summary of the ideas collected is given below:

“They do not know the business environment and the actual work that they would develop / design.”

“Training of teachers is insufficient and inadequate, with a high degree of theory and little practical knowledge.”

“It should be promoted a greater relation between companies and vocational training centers and universities. ... (FCT, Dual Training, practices of
teachers in companies, collaboration with universities).”

 56% of the companies use apprenticeship block release contracts.

 To conclude, 37% of the interviewed believe that a lack of adequate training offer is main the reason that hinder the continuous training. High
training costs and limited availability of employees to attend vocational training are quite important reasons.

Which of the following technical skills ans competencies are generally considered

as essential for your business in the years to come ?

Source: Results of professionals survey – ACLUNAGA
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Status of shipbuilding training in Galicia and identified needs
Shipbuilding Training in Spain

The current situation in Galicia is not conducive to the rapid incorporation of staff to companies, which is why both shipyards and partner companies
should carry out strategic plans for swift action to remedy the poor initial formation of candidates to fill positions in the sector, as well as the staff
currently employed in different companies.
Different training modules for each occupation are the basis for that through continuous training; sector workers improve their skills and their training in
companies. Therefore, for each specific occupation possible training modules must be created that, in compliance with the capabilities required in the
occupation, are susceptible to be employed as courses in each specialty, including the possibility of improving the qualifications of a specific employee
attending training modules.
Until now, the training plans did not collect with enough intensity the idiosyncrasies of the plans that the sector required, using curricula and itineraries
from the general industrial areas. These plans did not provide value to the training received and companies had to make an additional effort to form
workers incorporated after the formation of starting (vocational training) through existing models of continuing training. Thus, a variety of courses and
proposals arose for this type of training, depending on the punctual works of each company and of the knowledge gained by workers in its initial period
of vocational training. Therefore, the training scenarios were endless and disparate, concluding most of them after four or five years of training courses by
workers, if not more.
The output intended from ACLUNAGA is the formation of new additions of the Naval Sector through homogenate plans, of fast implementation, simple
and, at the same time, naval.
For this, the starting point was the analysis of the most representative professional occupations in the shipbuilding sector.

General occupations

In the different areas of a shipyard a range of occupations were detected that , besides being important and requested by the shipbuilding sector, have
multisectoral characteristics with incidence in most industrial sectors in Europe.
Furthermore, there are occupations proper to shipyards that have a high degree of importance, such as design and technical office, planning of
production, human resources and personnel administration, production engineering and project engineering, medical services, etc. Together they make a
range of positions that in most of the cases are in the hands of qualified professionals of middle and upper level, university and vocational training
courses.
Although these positions are part of everyday life in the shipyards and shipyard sector in general, they are considered as multisectoral because they do
not need for their preparation and qualification specific studies. We talk about cases such as electronic, nondestructive testing technician, systems
maintainers, computer scientists, plumbers, etc.
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Specific occupations

A range of characteristic occupations of the shipbuilding sector were detected, that
are too characteristic of growth and adaptation of the productive changes and are,
therefore, characteristic of shipbuilding activities that make them different from
similar occupations in other sectors. For example, sheet metal forming activities or
pieces assembly are present in general metal sector, although the curvature and
thickness needed for shipbuilding materials make treatments significantly different
to normal, in many cases only focused on cold heading, bending, etc. In the case of
welders, the material thickness, the great variety of characteristics of base and weld
materials, the lack of light and the confined spaces, the dangerousness of the work
(specially in ship repair) and other aspects, make the occupation a reference in the
field of vocational occupations in shipbuilding sector.

The occupations identified as characteristics of the shipbuilding
sector are listed below:

OCUPATION 01 NAVAL WELDER

OCUPATION 02 NAVAL BOILERMAKER

OCUPATION 03 NAVAL PIPEMAKER

OCUPATION 04 SURFACE TREATMENT SPECIALIST

OCUPATION 05 CRANE OPERATOR

OCUPATION 06 SCAFFOLDING ASSEMBLER

OCUPATION 07 NAVAL ELECTRICIAN

OCUPATION 08 NAVAL MECHANIC

OCUPATION 09 NAVAL ENABLER

The difficulty of finding professionals in these areas and the
constant demand for these professionals, make that the training
plans reach high levels of depth when we talk about these
occupations and a high degree of specificity is required to define
its training modules.

Status of shipbuilding training in Galicia and identified needs
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Types of training 

Training is a strategic tool to enhance the competitiveness of companies.  We have to understand it as a necessary investment to increase the professional 
value of employees and, therefore, the company value.

There are two types of training:

 INTERNAL TRAINING is intended for employees of the group. These training activities aim to:
• Covering training needs
• To improve the professional competence of employees of the group. 
• Stimulating internal promotion.

 EXTERNAL TRAINING is intended to meet market needs. They are the training activities organized by training entities, agents, institutions, etc. outside 
the company. 

The average time spent on training per employee is 1 to 2 hours in the working day and an hour outside the working day.

Status of shipbuilding training in Galicia and identified needs
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SWOT Analysis 

SWOT

‐ Existence of a group of trade unions with capacity of lobbying  in 
terms of interests of workers 

‐ General training valid for any industrial sector
‐ Ingrained knowledge base

‐ Little training for executives
‐ Lack of formative renewal and knowledge management
‐ Lack of  specific training modules for the naval sector
‐ Long learning periods in the meantime
‐ Lack of specialized training centers
‐ Youngsters do not receive an adequate training during their 

school/high‐school/university.
‐ Subsidizing insufficient
‐ Limited availability of employees to attend vocational training.

‐ Development of new training as a result of the creation of new jobs 
tailored to industry 4.0

‐ New high demand in maritime transport
‐ New challenges and opportunities in Offshore and Maritime Blue Growth

‐ Dependence on the public administration support and policy measures
‐ Cyclic sector with lack of demand
‐ Continued loss of staff 
‐ Prices
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)

3 to 5 years

Organization of the Portuguese Educational System

Pre‐
School

Education

6 to 14 years

Basic Education

15 to 17 years

Secondary Education
18 and over

Higher EducationSchool Certification
‐1st Cycle
‐2nd Cycle (EQF Level 1)
‐3rd Cycle (EQF Level 2)
‐Specialised Artistic courses (EQF Level 2)
‐Education and training courses for adults
(EQF levels 1 and 2)

School Certification
EQF Level 3

‐ Science and humanities courses
‐ Specialised artistic courses‐Music
‐ Education and training courses for 

adults (EFA)
‐ Modular training
‐ Other paths to conclude secondary

education
‐ Educational RVCC

EQF Level 5
CET ‐ Technological

specialisation
courses

EQF Level 6
Bachelor’s degree

EQF Level 8
Doctorate Degree

Post‐secondary
education

Double Certification (EQF Level 1)
‐ CEF courses (Type 1)

Double Certification (EQF Level 2)
‐ CEF courses (Types 2,3,4)
‐ Educational and professional RVCC
‐ Modular training
‐ Education and training courses for 

adults (EFA)

Double Certification (EQF Level 4)
‐ Professional courses
‐ Vocational Courses
‐ Specialised artistic courses‐Visual Arts, 

Audiovisual and Dance 
‐ Apprenticeship courses
‐ Education and training courses for adults (EFA)
‐ Modular training
‐ Other paths to conclude secondary education
‐ Educational and professional RVCC

EQF Level 7
Master’s degree

CTESP ‐ Technological
Certification Courses

• involves a diversified set of pathways of Initial Education & Training and Continuing Training;
• cannot be understood without taking into consideration the adoption of the principle of Lifelong Learning(LLL) in the late 1990’s. which has been

determinant to reintroduce vocational education and training in the Portuguese education system, recovering a tradition developed before the
democratic revolution of 1974 and adapting it to the principles of democracy established by the 1976 Constitution.

The twofold education & training system

Vocational Training in Portugal
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CVET pathways

Modular TrainingEducation and Training Courses for Adults

Education and training courses for adults (EFA courses) are targeted at
adults in order to increase their qualifications, following double
certification paths.
The technological training dimension is limited to adults having already
achieved the 3rd cycle of basic education or secondary education.

Targeted at individuals :

• aged 18 or over (exceptionally extended to trainees younger than 18,
as long as they are integrated in the labour market);

• wanting to complete the 1st, 2nd, 3rd cycles of basic education or
secondary education;

Certification :

• The courses can grant a double certification (schooling and
professional) or a single certification (schooling or professional)

Modular training action can be mobilized for achieving one or
more qualifications represented in the NCQ. They can support
flexible paths with different durations, characterized by the
ability to adapt different training modalities, targeted publics,
methodologies, training contexts and validation forms.

With these courses adults may acquire 
schooling and/or professional 

qualifications facilitating the (re) entry or 
progression in the labour market

Targeted at individuals :

• aged 18 or over;
• having no adequate qualification to enter into or to progress in 

the labour market and principally without having concluded 
basic or secondary education ;

Certification:

• Qualification certificate discriminating all the modules 
successfully concluded.

Continuing Training actions allow adults to 
acquire schooling and professional 

competences facilitating the (re)entry into  and 
progression in the labour market

Vocational Training in Portugal
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Technological Specialisation CoursesRecognition and validation of Competences

Qualifica Centres, specialised in education and training for adults, are
one of the key axes of Qualifica Programme. They have as objectives:
inform, orient and guide candidates to education and training actions
and develop recognition, validation and certification of competences
acquired along the active life.
A nodal point of Qualifica Programme consists of giving priority to
qualifying training and not to sparse training actions. A credit system
modality has been created allowing the candidate to capitalize from
different training modules and progressing through flexible training
paths.

Targeted at :

• Adults aged 18 or over, demanding a qualification;
• Exceptionally, young people not in education and training and not integrated

in the labour market.
Certification:

• Achieving a schooling RVCC, leads to a total certification (equivalent to 1st,
2nd or 3rd cycle of basic education or secondary education) or a partial
certification

• Achieving a professional RVCC, leads to a total certification corresponding to
level 2 of qualification (having already concluded the 3rd cycle of basic
education) or to the level 4 of qualification (having already attained
secondary education) or to a partial certification.

Adults may obtain a qualification through the recognition, 
validation and certification of competences acquired and 

developed along the active life.

The CET courses are targeted at tackling market needs concerning
intermediate technological skills

Targeted at individuals having :

• concluded secondary education; 
• attained a 4 level of qualification of the NQF;
• concluded 10 and 11 years of schooling and being registered in the

12th year;
• a technological specialisation degree or a degree oh higher education 

and wanting to get a profession requalification.

Certification:

• These courses grant the level 5 of qualification (NCF) and a degree on
technological specialisation.

Duration:
• Approximately 1 year between 1200 and 1560 hours

Allow adults to develop scientific and technological 
knowledge in a given training field and competences 
necessary to adapt themselves to labour market 

requirements in a context of technological innovation

Vocational Training in Portugal
CVET pathways
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)

By 2000, Portugal had already developed a set of policies to increase the level of vocational education and training
• creating a system of recognition of prior learning and of certification of professional experience as valuable inputs to the certification of

qualifications;
• developing measures to fight against the high dropout rates at lower secondary level,
• now enlarged and reinforced with the target of fighting against school failure in a context of 12 years of compulsory education (to 18 years age);
• further developing adult education policies, currently under the supervision of ANQEP.

The return of vocational education & training

 With the strong support of ESF (European Social Fund) in several programming periods and significantly enlarging the amount of national budgetary 
resources that would be allocated in the case of no ESF intervention, CVET evolved along the following trajectory:

• And principally fostering initial vocational education 
through different modalities (apprenticeship system, 
vocational and professional courses developed by private 
Vocational Schools and by regular secondary schools, all of 
them involving a double certification system

• Consolidating Continuous Training through the 
action developed by Training Centres managed 
jointly by the Institute for Employment and Training 
(IEFP), charged of the public employment service in 
Portugal, and some sectorial entrepreneurial 
associations and by Training Centres managed 
exclusively by entrepreneurial organizations ….

• Developing the private supply of 
training programmes and actions 
…

The evoling trajectory

Vocational Training in Portugal
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)

 The evolution of vocational education and training, although sustained, has not always been stable concerning priorities.
 Focus on actions involving young people and actions supporting the qualification of adults had different priorities in different programming periods.
 The balance between the goals of increasing the employability of young people and reducing the young unemployment rate, the fight against early

school drop‐out and school failure and the fight against long‐term unemployment associated to low qualifications has not always been tackled in the
same way. In some periods, the focus on young people target was predominant.

 Presently a more balanced approach is underway.

Trajectory of progression

CVET as an instrument to a better matching between supply and demand of qualifications in Portugal

Mismatch between 
supply and demand of 
qualifications explained 

by multiple factors 

(i) the social demand expressed by families are sometimes divergent from needs expressed by firms
and employers;

(ii) sometimes regular schools and professional schools tend to develop courses not trying to
identify the needs of firms;

(iii) there is also a lack of trust expressed by firms in the education system;

(iv) sometimes, competences required by firms and qualifications offered by schools don’t match; 

(v) institutional forms of interaction between schools and firms are rare

Vocational Training in Portugal
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)

 2007 – Creation of the Sistema Nacional de Qualificações (SNQ – National System of Qualifications) (Decree‐Law nº 396/2007)
 Alignment with European policies
 Governance model: based on a network of state and private schools, IEFP training centres, certified private VET providers, as well as on sector 

councils and participation of social partners
 Certificate VET providers rapidly adapted to the new framework of qualifications

The institutional modernisation of CVET system
The changes in the 2000’s

The main objectives of the SNQ

MAKE secondary education attainment the minimal qualification of the population; 1
INCREASE the basic training of active population in order to enable their educational and professional development; 2
ENSURE the provision of IVET (Initial VET) courses leading to certification, including double certification (a certificate for both education and 
training attainment); 3
ORGANISE IVET and CVET provision in line with the present needs of enterprises and labor market as well as with the emerging economic 
sectors; 4
PROVIDE a variety of VET courses in a lifelong perspective leading to competence ‐based qualifications; 5
REINFORCE and consolidate the mechanism of recognition, validation and certification of competences; 6
DEVELOP the qualification and socio‐ professional integration of particularly vulnerable groups.7

Vocational Training in Portugal
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)

 A sequence of instruments has been developed
‐ National Qualifications Framework (NQF) 
‐ National Catalogue of Qualifications (NCQ)
‐ New Opportunities Centres, currently Qualifica Centres 

 Central role for National Agency for Qualification and Vocational Education and Training (ANQEP)
‐ Implementing and coordinating educational and training policies, for young people and adults, at national level and
‐ Managing the process of recognition, validation and certification of competences (RVCC). 

Other dimensions of the institutional modernisation

The central role of national catalogue of qualifications (NCQ)

 NCQ defines the double certification qualifications (certification for both education
and training attainment and professional attainment), of non‐higher level, in line with
NQF

 The innovative experience of Sector Councils of Qualifications: working with sectors
and firms in order to adapt permanently the NCQ to the needs expressed by
businesses and determined by the technological evolution

Example:  the evolving 
modernization of the Blue Economy 
and shipbuilding activity in 
particularly will be probably 
impacting the NCQ and it is 
important to assess how it will be 
flexible in order to accommodate 
the needs
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)

CREATE qualifications and key competences generated by the competitiveness and modernization needs of the Portuguese economy and personal and social 
development of individuals; 1
CONTRIBUTE to the development of a transparent and flexible qualification framework facilitating the comparability of qualifications at national and international 
level; 2
PROMOTE flexibility in attaining qualifications and in creating an individualized path in a lifelong perspective; 3
FACILITATE the recognition of competences despite the entry path; 4
CONTRIBUTE to ensure the quality of the SNQ; 5
IMPROVE the efficiency of public funding for training; 6
PROVIDE information and guidance in the field of qualifications7

National catalogue of qualifications : the objectives

A mixed system

 Training Centres managed jointly by IEFP and entrepreneurial 
associations and by entrepreneurial associations

 Private training organisations and firms

 Firms for in‐work training actions

 Regular secondary schools and Professional Schools for initial
vocational education and continuing training providing a double
certification

 IEFP centres for initial vocational education and training (dual
Apprenticeship System) and continuing training
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CVET Funding
A predominantly central and public-based financing model with a strong help of the Europe social fund

The contribution of the ESF is not limited to 
actions managed at central level; it is also 
present in action managed at regional level by 
Regional Operational Programmes

Indirectly, through the way IEFP is partly financed, with 
contributions of employees and employers to its budget, 

social partners participate in continuing training 
provided by training centres participated by IEFP

Initial vocational training and vocational 
training for adults funding has been 
significantly increased with the ESF’s 
contribution in the last programming 
periods

Private funding of continuing 
training is practically limited to 

big companies

The idea of return of investments in 
training is still incipient among 

firms, principally SME’s

The access to funding of double certification vocational training courses is dependent upon the national catalogue of qualifications

The creation of the NCQ was an important step to create national standards for vocational education and training and the adaptability of supply to these
orientations was impressive. Therefore, qualification standards established by the NCQ should be respected.

The influence of the NCQ is relevant since it establishes for each qualification the description of:
• The professional profile (activities, knowledge, skills, attitudes)
• The training standard, involving a general training (school‐oriented) and a technological training with a set of modules (from 25 to 50 hours), thus

allowing for flexible qualification paths and permeability between education and training
• The standard for the recognition, validation and certification of acquired competences (required by the acquisition of a schooling certificate and

professional certificate)
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Vocational training schemes

Internal training: designed, planned and managed by companies 

Designed, planned and managed by companies for their employees
The Internal Training Plan includes all the training actions that are
defined in the company's HR policy. It can also include skill assessment
and accreditation for vocational experience procedures. The employer
is fully responsible for drafting the Plan after consulting with the staff
(depending on the payroll).

Targeted at: 
• Employees with short and long contracts

Certification:
• Training leading to upskilling

Subsidizing:
• Non existent

External training: designed and managed by a training organization 

The External Training Plan includes all the training actions that are
defined in the company's HR policy. It can also include skill assessment
and accreditation for vocational experience procedures. The employer
consults the training organization that makes customized solution to
respond to the company needs

Targeted at: 
• Employees with short and long contracts

Certification:
• Training leading to upskilling

Subsidizing:
• Non existent

23%of the businesses in the
industry use external training
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Vocational training schemes

Modular training action can be mobilized for achieving one or more
qualifications represented in the NCQ. They can support flexible paths
with different durations, characterized by the ability to adapt different
training modalities, targeted publics, methodologies, training contexts
and validation forms.
With these courses, adults may acquire schooling and/or professional
qualifications facilitating the re(entry) or progression in the labour
market.

Targeted at individuals: 
• aged 18 or over;
• having no adequate qualification to enter into or to progress in the 

labour market and principally without having concluded basic or 
secondary education ;

Certification:
• Certificate discriminating all the modules successfully concluded.

Modular Training Training given by centres managed jointly by IEFP

CVET Centres, managed by IEFP and entrepreneural associations (as
the example of CENFIM), are invited by companies to organize and
provide vocational training , based on standardised qualifications in the
NCQ

Targeted at: 
• Employees with short and long contracts

Certification:
• Training leading to upskilling

Subsidizing:
• Non existent

Vocational Training in Portugal
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Vocational training schemes

In-work training actions

Companies receive requests to incorporate trainees. 
These requests come from both training entities and higher education
centres.

Targeted at: 
• Trainees that concluded their initial education at higher and non‐

higher level.

Certification:
• These actions intend to complement the basic initial training, with

the practical component on job 

Subsidizing:
• Non existent

Work contract including training

Training included in the work contract – the employees are recruted
and the company provides the specigic training for the job

Targeted at: 
• Usually people with secondary education.

Certification:
• Training leading to upskilling

Subsidizing:
• Non existent

Vocational Training in Portugal



CVET developments

ANQEP leads a new practice:
 anticipating and planning intermediate skills needs tackled by Professional and Vocational Courses (level 4 of qualifications) offered by regular

secondary schools and private professional schools;
 not ignoring level 2 qualifications and taking account what the dual Apprenticeship system offers to the market;
 acting at NUTS (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) II and III level, involving in this last case the Intermunicipal Communities composed by

municipalities belonging to a given NUTS III territory, and always with the participation of employers, VET courses providers, councilmen charged of
education and other local institution

 developing a pioneer exercise of prospective of intermediate skills capitalizing the advantages of proximity

Innovating in anticipating intermediate skills needs at regional And sub-regional level

Summarising

CVET is considered a crucial instrument to lifelong learning and adult’s education and
Portugalisdoingaconsiderableeffortinpromotinganddevelopingthiskindofaction.

Between 2008 and 2012, FMC‐ VET modular courses, EFA – education and training
programmesforadultsandRVCCprocessrepresentedinPortugalaveryhighinvestmentin
educationandtrainingofadults,includingthosewithlessqualificationlevels.

More than 4,5 million of individuals attended training activities, of which half of them
participatedinFMC‐VETmodularcourses.

In2008,81,8%hadbasiceducationasthehighest levelofeducationandin2012thisvalue
decreasedto51,4%.

VETisalsoseenasakeyinstrumenttoattainmuchlowerlevelsofschoolfailureinacontext
ofacompulsiveeducationof12years;

The number of young people enrolled in vocational courses in basic and secondary
educationisconvergingtothenumberofstudentsenrolledinregularcourses;

CVETactivitiesarenowanestablishedpriorityofeducationandtrainingpolicies, althoughsometimes
with some interrogations concerning the allocation of resources between CVET involving initial
qualificationforyoungpeopleandCVETadaptedtolow‐skilledadults,employedorunemployed;

The increase of CVET activities were preceded by a strong institutional change in the
educationandtrainingsystem, themost importantofwhichwere thecreationof theNQF,
NCQandQualificaCentres(allunderthecoordinationofANQEP).

ThePortugueseexperiencealsoshowsthattheextensionofCVETactivitiesrequiresthatthe
social demand expressed by families and the demand of employers imply a deeper
knowledgeaboutthemarketrateofreturnofCVET

After a longperiod inwhich regular education (scienceandhumanities courses) prevailed,
the sustained increase of CVET qualifications depends upon a more generalized social
recognition ofthesecourses;

1
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CVET in Blue Economy 

╙ Fishery, aquaculture and fish processing
╙ Port activities, transports and logistic
╙ Shipbuilding and repairs
╙ Nautical activities (sports and tourism)
╙ Energy and environment
╙ Maritime technologies associated, among others, to underwater exploration
╙ Activities and tourist and cultural entertainment
╙ Other productive activities related to the exploration and use of marine resources (the extraction of sea salt and ice production, …)
╙ Education, training and research, aimed to the development of Blue Economy’s activities.

 The concept assumes a larger scope than that of maritime sectors and activities;
 The cluster of SEA ECONOMY is becoming organized after being institutionalized;

9 PREDOMINANT ACTIVITIES:

A very recent concept not yet fully integrated in the Mainstream of public policy

Increasing notoriety as a strategic national priority

‐ Need of enhancing the long and historical tradition of Portugal in sea activities, taking advantage of the strong increase observed in last years in
R&D activities concerning sea activities, namely in robotics applied to the exploration of deep seas and aquaculture activities;

‐ The sea economy needs a focus on the activities showing a higher potential in terms of market;
‐ The transformation of the strong scientific potential available in Portugal into economic value, which is a very long‐term strategy;
‐ Not ignoring the limitations of measuring rigorously the sea economy, it’s possible to estimate that the direct value generated by the maritime

activities is only about 2% of the Portuguese GDP;
‐ The Portuguese Blue Economy creates fewer jobs and wealth than other European blue economies, like Belgium, Greece or Denmark (similar size

countries), with less natural conditions to the development of these activities.
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CVET in Blue Economy 

 Over the last 20 years, several studies related with the sea in the Portuguese economy and country’s development were elaborated. In 2004, the
report from the Strategic Commission from Oceans (“The Ocean, a national purpose to the 21st century) published by the Presidency of the Council
of Ministers was an important turning point to the orientation to the sea.

 Presently, the Portuguese Government assumed the Ocean as one of the key investment areas for the coming years, by designating a Minister of the
Sea with three major priorities for Ocean Governance: the state’s sovereignty, the economy and the Ocean Literacy.

 It was conceived a National Ocean Strategy 2013‐2020 (ENM 2013‐2020), a public policy instrument that guides the Portuguese vision, for 2013‐
2020, regarding the development model of the sustainable use of resources and services of marine ecosystems, that leads to economic, intelligent,
sustainable and inclusive growth, based on maritime component.

 The ENM 2013‐2020 is based on a new paradigm for sustainable development, in line with the intersectorial perspective of the European
Commission for the maritime sector – the “Blue Growth” – based on knowledge and innovation of all activities and uses directly and indirectly related
with the sea, and on promotion of efficiency in the resources use, within a sustained and sustainable exploitation framework.

ENM : the objectives

Recovering the national maritime identity in a modern, proactive and entrepreneurial framework; 1
Achieve economic, geostrategic and geopolitical potential by creating conditions to attract national and international investment and promoting growth, 
employment, social cohesion and territorial integrity; 2

Increase, by 2020, the direct contribution of the blue economy to the National Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 50%;3

Strengthen national scientific and technological capacity, stimulating the development of new areas of action; 4

Reassure Portugal, globally, as a maritime nation and unavoidable part of the Integrated Maritime Policy and Maritime EU Strategy for the Atlantic Area.5
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CVET in Blue Economy 

 As seen, the Blue Economy is a core element in the Portuguese Government priorities. However there is a long way ahead to increase the
contribution of the maritime activities to the Portuguese economy. It is clear that these activities contribute to the country’s internationalization, job
creation (especially skilled jobs), innovation, economic value creation and competitiveness. Portugal has several unique characteristics that allow the
sector’s expansion – maritime geography, long coastline, population and wealth concentrated in the seacoast, outstanding location between two
continents, maritime space with particular biophysical characteristics (geological, mineral and marine biodiversity), favorable climate conditions for
leisure and recreational activities and a high scientific and R&D potential. The space available for the upgrading of skills and competences, including
those coming from CVET dimensions, is vast and diversified.

 Thus, investing in training in the Blue Economy field as an instrument of skills development (up‐skilling and re‐skilling) is extremely important to the
employment policies and to mobilize and recover adults with lower qualification levels. In fact, one of the main objectives of National Catalogue of
Qualification is to promote qualifications and critical skills in line with the competitiveness and modernization goals of the economy, namely in a
sector like the Blue Economy. Of course, the priority of investing in Blue Economy competences cannot be detached from the upgrading of sea
economy entrepreneurial activities in Portugal. Considering the low level of development of sea economy activities, it will be easier to plan the
increase of skills supply in strict articulation with private and public investment in the blue economy, identifying the related contributions of CVET and
higher education.

 Given the Blue Economy’s activities mentioned above, it’s important to analyze the current situation in terms of training opportunities, namely the
existing professional profiles in the NCQ related to those activities. As noted above, the NCQ only includes qualifications of nonhigher level (levels 2,
4 and 5).

Vocational Training in Portugal
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CVET in Blue Economy 

BLUE ECONOMY ACTIVITIES NCQ PROFESSIONAL PROFILES 

Fishery, aquaculture and fish processing 
In NCQ, fishery is the AET where two aquaculture profiles are included. Related professions connected with
fish capture are associated to AET 840 ‐ Transport services
The fish processing profile aisassociated to 
AET 541‐ Food industries 

AET 624 ‐ Aquaculture Operator (Level 2) 
AET 624 ‐ Aquaculture Technician (Level 4) 
AET 541 ‐ Fish Processing Operator (Level 2) 

Port activities, transports and logistic 
The professional profiles directly related with the Blue Economy are associated to AET 840 ‐ Transport services
Sailor’s profile includes professions related 

AET 840 – Maritime Machinist (Level 2) 
AET 840 – Sailor (Level 2) 
AET 341 – Logistic Operator (Level 2)* 
AET 341 – Logistic Technician (Level 4)* 

Shipbuilding and repairs (including yachts) for small vessels built I wood or fiber 
glass 

AET 525 ‐ Construction and Repair Naval operator (Level 2)
AET 525 – Shipbuilding/Yachts Technician (Level 4) 
AET 521 – Welder (Level 2)* 
AET 521 ‐ Welding Technician (Level 4)* 

Nautical activities (sports and tourism) 

AET 812 – Travel agencies and transportation Technician (Level 4)* 
AET 812 – Information and Tourist activities Technician (Level 4)* 
AET 812 – Environmental and rural Tourism Technician (Level 4)* 
AET 812– Tourism  Management Specialist Technician (Level 5)* 
AET 812 – Environmental Tourism Specialist Technician (Level 5)* 
AET 812 – Outdoor Tourism Specialist Technician (Level 5)* 
AET 813 ‐ Sport Management Support Technician (Level 4)

Other productive activities related to the exploration and use of marine 
resources 

AET 544 ‐ Traditional salt extraction operator ) (Level 2)

* General qualifications that are related with the Blue Economy with some adaptations to the sector needs 
AET ‐ Areas of Education and Training 
AET 341 – Trade, AET 521 ‐ Metallurgy and Metal mechanical; 
AET 525 ‐ Construction and Repair of Motor Vehicles; AET 541 ‐ Food Industry; AET 544 ‐ Extractive Industries; AET 624 – Fisheries; AET 812 – Tourism and Leisure AET 813 ‐ Sport and AET 840 ‐
Transport Services. 

 The following table presents for each Blue Economy activity the qualifications considered in the NCQ, i.e., qualifications that are critical to the 
sector’s development and competitiveness.
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CVET in Blue Economy 

BLUE ECONOMY
ACTIVITIES

PROFESSIONAL 
PROFILES 

Fishery, 
aquaculture and fish processing 

• Agro Food Industry Technician  
• Aquaculture and Live Marine Resources 

Technician 

Port activities, 
transports and logistic  • Marine and Port Services Technician

Shipbuilding and repairs 
(including yachts)

• Nautical Equipment Construction Technician

Nautical activities 
(sports and tourism) 

• Nautical and Environmental Tourism Technician

Maritime technologies associated, 
among others, to underwater 

exploration 
• Nonliving Marine Resources Technician

As the NCQ is an online open instrument with permanent updates, ANQEP is considering the introduction of several qualifications, including some related
with the Blue Economy activities.

In addition to the above mentioned qualifications, which
take part of the National Catalogue of Qualification,
there are other qualifications related to the Blue
Economy that are taught by different organizations (the
survey to the training organizations gives detailed
information related with maritime industry‐related CVET
opportunities).

 The following table presents those professional profiles :
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CVET in Blue Economy 

• FOR‐MAR is one example of an organization that offers other CVET opportunities It is a Professional Training Center of shared management from IEFP
that presents several courses of continuous training in the blue economy field, except nautical. It is the responsible organization for attribution of
fisheries and maritime professional cards. FOR‐MAR training offer includes the following modular training courses:

 The Professional School ITN (Instituto de Tecnologias Naúticas) also offers some training courses related with the blue economy sector:

> MACHINIST HELPER
> ONBOARD MECHANIC
> 2ND CLASS PRACTICAL MACHINIST 
> MECHANICAL ELECTRICIAN
> SAILOR – MACHINIST 
> FISHERMAN

> SAILOR – FISHERMAN
> FOREMAN FISHERMAN
> 2ND CLASS SAILOR
> FOREMAN
> LOCAL TRAFFIC 2ND CLASS SAILOR 
> LOCAL TRAFFIC MASTER 

> FOREMAN (merchantShipping)

> MARINE ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
> SAILOR

> LOCAL TRAFFIC SAILOR
> MACHINIST HELPER



The specificities of shipbuilding and ship repair
The Portuguese maritime industry may be divided in the following activities:

 Shipbuilding excluding recreation and sports
 Building of recreation and sports vessels
 Ship repair, conversion and maintenance

‐ Commercial ship repair and maintenance
‐ Naval repair and maintenance

 Consultants, project designers and R&I and suppliers companies in the maritime industry

We focused on shipbuilding and ship repair and maintenance, to have a significant analysis and because we only have official information on this
industry. Each of these sectors had different resiliencies to the economic and financial crises of 2008, in what refers to employment and turnover and
different needs on skills and qualifications.

The Portuguese shipbuilding and ship repair sector is very diverse in terms of size and applied technologies, ranging from the maintenance of merchant
ships, the construction of ships of great complexity, the maintenance of the Navy's fleet, to small vessels for fishing and leisure, making a relevant
presence in the international repair and maintenance market of large ships.
The sector produces complex and technologically advanced ships as well as sophisticated technologies and such complexity requires specific expertise
and know‐how. To remain competitive and innovative, the industry needs to secure the right skills and training to cover the needs of today but thinking
about the future. The compliance with the conventions and EU Commission directives regarding green shipping, will bring to the ship repair and
conversion higher technological intensity.

The report will be presented:

 Consequences of the world economic and financial crisis
‐ On employment
‐ On turnover

 Comparison of shipbuilding and ship repair with other activities of Economy of the Sea
 Analysis of the industry by dimension of companies
 Analysis of received questionnaires
 New demand on employment

Shipbuilding Training in Portugal
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Consequences of the world economic and financial crisis

The economic and financial crisis occurred in 2008 provoked a drastic drop on demand, on businesses and on the employment in the commercial
shipbuilding. It was a very difficult period for the sector in Portugal and worldwide. The larger Portuguese Shipyard of Viana do Castelo and the Shipyard of
Mondego closed their activities with drastic consequences on employment and on turnover.
Ship repair and maintenance, as well as, the building of recreation and sports vessels, which work mainly for export, also suffered a reduction on their
activity due to the decease on demand by export countries.
The first signs of recovery of commercial shipbuilding came in 2013, with the start of operation in West Sea Shipyards at the premises of former Viana do
Castelo Shipyards and of Atlantic Eagle Shipbuilding on the site of former Mondego Shipyard. Considering that the shipbuilding capacities are the same as
the existing before 2008, and the existing growth on the last 3 years we expect a continuing growth in the years to come. Commercial shipbuilding is the only
activity that still is well bellow the period 2004 – 2008.

Source: INE ‐ National Institute for Statistics

The specificities of shipbuilding and ship repair
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 //

EMPLOYMENT IN THOUSANDS

Employment Turnover

Commercial shipbuilding 29,1% 81,0%
Building recreatian and sports  9,6% 39,8%
Repair & maintenance 18,6% 38,1%

Growth on the period 2012 ‐ 2015
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343
Businesses

3018
Jobs

The Shipbuilding Excluding Recreational and Sports sector is concentrated in 
the Lisbon Area where are  45% of the companies and  41% of the employees.

The Building of Recreational and Sports Vessels sector have  35% of the 
companies in Centro Area but the majority of the employees is concentrated 
in the Northen Area, 75%.

The Ship repair and ship maintenance sector is concentrated also in the 
Lisbon Area with  44% of the companies and  58% of the employees .

Lisboa

Algarve

Centro

Alentejo

Norte

The specificities of shipbuilding and ship repair
Key figures for regional distribution in 2014
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Fishing, 
aquaculture, 
fish processing
1203,2 M€
25,7%

Non‐living 
marine 

resources
49,2 M€
1,1%

Ports, Transport 
and logistic
676,2 M€
14,5%

Recreation, 
sport, culture 
and tourism
1659,7 M€
35,5%

Shipbuilding, 
repair and 

maintenance
118,9 M€
2,5%

Maritime 
equipment
159,0 M€
3,4%

Infrastructures 
and maritime 

works
64,9 M€
1,4%

Maritime 
services
741,5 M€
15,8%

New uses and 
resources of the 

sea
7,1 M€
0,2%

AVERAGE VALUE ADDED (2010-2013)

Source: INE ‐ National Institute for Statistics* No study was made after this period.

The specificities of shipbuilding and ship repair

According to this study, the EoS represented 3,1 % of the National Gross
Value Added and 3,6 % in terms of employment.
It is important to mention, that in the above referred period, the EoS
contributed positively for the national economy, with a growth of 2,1 %,
when the national product decrease 5,4 %.

The average value added in shipbuilding and ship repair and maintenance
only represented 2,5% of the EoS. This is a lower value than the registered
in the world and other European Countries. According to a OECD study,
“The Ocean Economy in 2030”, this industry represents 4% of the world
ocean economy.

Shipbuilding and ship repair and maintenance , as it was shown before is
growing very fast. Therefore it expected that in the period 2013 – 2015
this industry will have a bigger participation on the EoS.

Expected growth of shipbuilding and ship repair participation on the Economy of the Sea

Shipbuilding Training in Portugal

The Economy of the Sea (EoS) was studied by the Portuguese Authorities, for the period 2010‐2013* in the study Satellite Account for the Sea (SAS)
(Conta Satélite do Mar). In this study the EoS is defined has “Economic activities that take place at sea and others that are not taking place at sea but
depend on it, including marine natural capital and non tradable services of marine ecosystems”, which are not, however recorded in the SAS. It included
the 9 groups that are showed in the graphic below.

It is worth noting that shipbuilding is an activity that support all the other 8 activities that form the EoS.
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Another particularity of the Portuguese shipbuilding industry is the large number of MSMEs. In 2015, we had 343 industry businesses, of which only 51 (14

%) were SMEs (10 to 249 employees) .

Ship repair and ship maintenance is the main sector in Portugal:

59 % of wage earners employers

62% of the total number of companies

Businesses by Dimension (2015)

Micro: ≤ 9 employees

Small: between 10 and 49 employees

Medium: between 50 and 249 employees

Big: ≥ 250 employees

Source: INE ‐ National Institute for Statistics

22% of the micro companies are 

Shipbuilding Excluding Recreational and Sports

16% of the micro companies are

Building of Recreational and Sports Vessels

62% of the micro companies are

Ship repair and ship maintenance

Micro
85%

Smal
11%

Medium
3%

Big
1%

The specificities of shipbuilding and ship repair
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Methodology

66 questionnaires were submitted to shipbuilding and ship repair and maintenance yards. 22 of those questionnaires were received.

 Success rate – 33%
 Representativeness rate – Employment – 58,1 %

According to the National Institute of Statistics (INE), in 2015, the industry had 3235 employees. The shipyards that answered to the questionnaires
represented 1,872 employees.

 Representativeness rate – Turnover – 55,4 %

According to INE, in 2015, the turnover of this sector was € 297 Million. The total turnover of 11 yards (members of AIN) that answered to the
questionnaire represented € 198 Million.

Difficulties on receiving more answers to the questionnaires

According to INE, in 2015, the industry had 343 companies, of which 290 were micro companies
(85 %). Micro companies (< 10 employees) do not have someone or a department in charge of
the implementation of vocational training. The micro companies that answered to the
questionnaire, did it because they are members of AIN and it was possible to persuade them by
phone and personal contact.

Some of the micro companies are afraid of writing they practice (minimum training to their
workers).

One medium company and one micro company were visited at their premises. Even so we were
not successful with the micro company.

52%

46%

13%

40%

32%

0%

Companies Survey
Shipbuilding Training in Portugal
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TOTAL

Workers 63% 4% 67%
Technicians, 
supervisors 17% 3% 20%

Engineering and
management 11% 2% 13%

TOTAL 91% 9% 100%

 91% of businesses payroll are men

 29%  have more than 55 years  
 46 is the average age of the employees

Age distribution:

Analysis of questionnaires

Conclusions:

 There is an imbalanced sex ratio in this industry. More opportunities should be given to the women.

 There is a high average age. This coupled with the growth trend in the demand of new workers, suggests that there will be additional need for education
and training the new employees and also to renew the qualifications of the elderly, for the more advanced technologies the industry needs.

 The Micro companies do not have people in charge of implementation of vocational training. This may be one of the reasons why they do not respond to
questionnaires.

Distribution of payroll:

Is there someone/a department in charge of the 
implementation of vocational training?

DIMENSION YES NO  TOTAL
big   > 249 2 ‐ 2
medium 50 to 249 5 1 5
small 10 to 49 5 6 11
micro  < 10 ‐ 3 3
TOTAL 12 10 22

Who has capacity to respond to questionnaires?

CVET in the Shipbuilding Industry
Shipbuilding Training in Portugal
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Yes
41%

No
55%

Unspecified
4%

0

CVET in the Shipbuilding Industry

In your opinion, which of the following hinder continuing vocational  training?

How much of the payroll is spent on training? (percentage)

0,1% to 2%

2% to 4%

More than 4%

0% 

Considering your most sought‐for skills, do you feel that
youngsters generally receive adequate training during their
school/high‐school/university years?

Lack of adequate training
offer

High training costs The employees’ availability is 
too limited to attend 

vocational training sessions 

Difficulties identifying the 
company’s training needs 

12/22 8/22 12/22 1/22

Conclusions:
 The Portuguese companies, in general, do not spend enough on education and training.
 The education and training given at school is not adequate to the companies needs.
 The companies know which are their training needs, but they consider that there is a lack of adequate training offer.

5%

14%
81%

Shipbuilding Training in Portugal
Analysis of questionnaires
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68%

77%

55%

45%

50%

59%

All in all, which abilities and technical skills are considered as essential to the development of your business in the future?

Computing and office software

Foreign languages

Lifting, handling

Industrial performance, project management  (methods, lean procedures, work organization,…)

Technical skills  (welding, mechanics, assembly, cutting,…)

Health and Safety (work at heights and confined spaces, prevention and management of risks to physical jobs,…)

CVET in the Shipbuilding Industry

Conclusions:
 The micro companies (3) do not use CVET.
 Only 5 companies (3 micro) did not use CVET in the past 3 years.
 Only 3 companies are credited to give internal courses.
 Only 2 company  used the schemes of Accreditation of Prior Learning.
 None of the companies inquired used block released contracts.

Other yes responses to the questionnaires :

Shipbuilding Training in Portugal
Analysis of questionnaires

% of yes answers

Does the company have an official training scheme? 59%
Have you used continuing vocational training courses in the past 3 years? 77%
Is your organization accredited to teach internal courses 14%
Does your company usually assess the results of the vocational training schemes? 73%
Do you use schemes of Accreditation of Prior Learning? 9%
Do you use apprenticeship block release contracts 0%
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SWOT Analysis 

SWOT

‐ Development of the NSQ based on a structured relationship 
between VET within the education system and VET in the labor 
market, adopting a governance model based on a network of state 
and private schools, IEFP training centers, certified private VET 
providers, as well as on sector councils and participation of social 
partner 

‐ The creation of the National Catalogue of Qualifications ‐
Portuguese instrument that defines the double certification 
qualifications (certification for both education and training 
attainment and professional certification) and training reference 
frameworks, of non‐higher level, in line with NQF 

‐ Capacity revealed by VET providers, public and private, 
to adapt to the NCQ orientations 

‐ Mismatch between supply and demand of qualifications due 
to social demand expressed by families, the demand of employers 
and VET providers supply 
‐ Still incipient role played by Sector Councils in helping ANQEP to 

consolidate and update the NCQ and NQF
‐ Weak participation in training courses of adults with lower levels of 

qualification 
‐ Blue Economy activities like Energy and environment, Education, 

training and research or Maritime technologies associated still 
don’t have any professional profiles in the NCQ 

‐ Courses in the Blue Economy field that are not covered by the 
NCQ 

• Government’s political agenda tends to reinforce public policy 
support o to the modernisation of VET and  its role in fighting 
against early school dropouts 
• Increasing social receptiveness of families, young people and adults to VET 

opportunities
• Strong support of ESF to public intervention
• Political agenda is now betting on a more balanced allocation of resources 

between initial VET and VET for adults lacking qualifications
• National Ocean Strategy 2013‐2020 based on “Blue Growth” and a new 

policy for Portuguese ports focused on competitiveness and clusterisation
of activities linked with ports and their logistic facilities

‐ Portuguese coastal mainland territory and Madeira and Azores islands 
present unique characteristics well adapted to the blue economy   

‐ expansion

• Risks of the contribution of ESF to VET modernisation falling in 
next programming periods not easily compensated by national 
funding due to budgetary consolidation

• National Budget consolidation still operating in next years limiting 
significantly the amount of public funding in active labour market 
policies

• Low employability of VET certificated people penalised by labour
market slow recovery and unemployment of young graduated people

‐ Strong dominance of SME’s not yet prepared to invest in education 
and training and caring about the returns of these investments

‐ Rigidity and segmentation of labor market  
‐ Still weak investments in the Blue Economy field 
‐ Difficulties in implementing a coordinated and integrated 
public policy for blue economy development
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)
Organisation of the Maltese Educational System

 Due to Malta’s past as a British colony, Maltese state school sector
naturally draws its main inspiration from the British educational
system.

 Children between 4‐16 years old have the right to free education in all
state schools, regardless of age, sex and belief.

 When completing secondary school, compulsory education is over,
however students can opt to sit for their O‐levels on their own which
will help them get into high school and higher education. There are 5
compulsory O‐levels to pass, English, Maltese, Maths, a science
subject and a foreign Language.

 At High School the students study different topics and are being
prepared to sit for their A‐levels which is needed to get into University.

 The 1950s and 1960s led to the opening of a number of technical
schools and the building of the Malta College of Arts, Science and
Technology (MCAST) was approved.

 Vocational education had not been receiving the same level of
investment as general and academic higher education during the
1980s and 1990s and therefore this 2001 milestone led to a new era
of vocational education and training in Malta.

https://www.um.edu.mt/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/171391/Malta_Ed‐System.pdf

Vocational Training in Malta
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)

Organisation of the Maltese Educational System

 The role of VET in Malta can be assessed within the whole of the post‐compulsory education system in the country. In recent years, there has been a
significant investment in VET both to provide the labour market with more and a better skilled workforce, but also to work towards European targets
related the Europe 2020 strategies.

 In 2011 a national 3‐year Vocational Pilot Project was launched offering Vocational qualifications in 4 Vocational subjects in a number of state and
non‐state schools. Now students have the option of vocational home‐grown subjects as optional subjects at Level 3 of the Malta Qualifications
Framework (MQF).

 The vocational subjects have found their way back into compulsory education within standard secondary schools (rather than in specialised
vocational schools).

 At post‐compulsory level (MQF Levels 1 to 6) the main state institutions which provide VET are the Malta College of Arts, Science and Technology
(MCAST) and the Institute of Tourism Studies (ITS). MCAST provides courses from MQF Level 1 to MQF Level 6 while ITS provide training up to MQF
Level 5, which may lead to a continuation of a degree at MQF Level 6 at the University of Malta.

https://ncfhe.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Strategy%20Documents/National%20Vocational%20Education%20and%20Training%20Policy.pdf

Vocational Training in Malta
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Continuing vocational education and training (CVET)

Organisation of the Maltese Educational System

 The establishment of the Malta Qualifications Framework (MQF)
and its referencing to the European Qualifications Framework
(EQF) in 2009, was inevitably a concrete cornerstone towards the
enhancement of VET. The MQF pushed forward parity of esteem
between vocational education and general or academic
education, and also made possible the permeability between VET
and higher education which enhances lifelong learning.

 VET qualifications are now giving access to a number of courses
at the higher levels of the MQF and also enabled VET training
providers to link their qualifications to the MQF.

 VET in Malta is also providing opportunities for learners without
any qualification to access and further their education through
Initial VET (IVET) qualifications. IVET starts at the lowest level of
the MQF (Level 1) and provides a variety of routes for tertiary
education attainment.

https://ncfhe.gov.mt/en/PublishingImages/MQF.jpg

Vocational Training in Malta
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Training providers

A blended system

 MCAST and ITS play a key role in creating a highly skilled and dynamic workforce. Blended learning has 
been introduced to make lifelong learning more widely available and flexible for adults who need to 
combine it with professional and family commitments. 

 Upper‐Secondary Education Providers

 Higher Education – University of Malta

 Employment and Training Corporation (ETC)

 Private training organisations and firms

 Firms for in‐work training actions

Vocational Training in Malta
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CVET funding

 EU’s contribution in the CVET in Malta is 
significant while private funding is 
affordable only for big companies.

 Other funding programmes such as 
Regional Operational Programmes in 
collaboration with ETC (Employment and 
Training Corporation) are funding part of 
the CVET programmes in collaboration with 
Private Entities. 

Vocational Training in Malta
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The Maltese shipbuilding/repair industry

 There are two classifications in the Maltese shipbuilding sector: shipbuilding and recreational craft. The latter are those vessels below 24m hulls.
Shipbuilding (including ship repair and conversion) is intended for merchant/commercial purposes, but also military vessels. It addresses as well
products and services supplied for the building, conversion, and maintenance of these ships.

 The sector relating to recreational craft is addressed under Marine Tourism. Shipbuilding has seen a major decline in Malta. Notwithstanding, the
industry should not be abandoned since niche opportunities exist in the field of gas conversion, satellite navigation systems and ICT, all of which are
supported in the Blue Economy. E‐Maritime is an EU initiative that aims to foster the use of advanced information technologies for working and
doing business in the maritime transport sector.

 There is also an enterprising private segment that has managed to survive competition in the ship repair industry as well as a number of assets that
may offer opportunities. The government has issued an expression of interest to exploit the Marsa Shipbuilding potential. Opportunities to shift to
higher added value work, including LNG conversions of vessels, are starting to emerge with the EU funding a number of projects both in conversion
as well as infrastructure required.

 In Malta case the main focus on the industry is at the sector of Logistics (Ports, Bunkering operations, Transhipment of Petro‐chemical Products,
Kordin Grain Terminal) and Services (Maritime Legal Framework, Malta Ship Register, ICT & E‐Maritime, Ship Repairs & Beyond, Nautical and Coastal
Tourism, Yachting).

Shipbuilding Training in Malta



Methodology
Shipbuilding Training in Malta

Method used:

• Online survey sent via email.

• eMail reminder and phone calls follow up

• Conduct the survey through the phone

Survey of the Malta industry
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CVET in the shipbuilding industry

Have you used CVET in the last 3 years ?

YES NO

If not so, why ?

Key figures

> 85% of the companies do not have an official training scheme.

> 92% are not accredited to teach internal courses. And those who are
accredited they are only for their employee

> 35% of companies spend between 0.1% to 2% of the payroll for training.
We can note that 28% spends more than 2%
The majority of the organisations to not consider the subsidizing for the
trainings satisfactory.

> 64% of companies do not assess the results of the vocational training
schemes

Shipbuilding Training in Malta

The reasons for "no recourse to training" by companies are: 

• The existing knowledge and skills of the workforce meet the company’s current needs

• Training costs are high

Source: Results of professionals survey – PARAGON

Most of the Business oragnisations do not have an official training
scheme or a person/department in charge for CVET and during the past
3 years they used an external scheme of Continuing Vocational Trainings
engaging a very small percentage of their staff. Also the majority of
those companies are not accredited to teach internal courses and the
main provider of training courses is based on the technical field. The
companies that have not used vocational training schemes considered
that the existing knowledge and skills of the workforce enough to meet
the company’s current needs.
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CVET in the shipbuilding businesses

Skills and certifications

Does your industry require specific certifications (electricity, 
HVLV, work at height etc.)? If so, which are they?

> City and guilts
> Nautical license, first aid, fire fighting
> Yacht Master
> IATA and ISO
> Welding

All in all, which abilities and  technical skills are considered as essential to the 
development of your business in the  future ? 

Health and safety (Work at heights and in confined spaces, prevention and management of risks in physical jobs,…)

Industrial performance, project management  (methods, lean procedures, work organisation,…)

Foreign languages

Technical slills (welding, mechanics, assembly, cutting,…)

Computing and officesoftware

Others

Lifting, handling

Source: Results of professionals survey – PARAGON

Shipbuilding Training in Malta

43%

57%

Yes

No

36%

29%

7%

7%

7%

0%

14%

43% of the companies provide their
trainees/employees with certifications (such as
City and Guilts, Nautical License etc.).

A big number of the companies marked the
computing and office software, ship services and
all the mentioned skills (Health and Safety,
Technical, Industrial performance, project
management, lifting and handling, and foreign
languages) as essential for their business in the
upcoming years. It was also mentioned that skills
such as upholstery are very difficult to find.
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CVET in the shipbuilding businesses

Young generation’s skills

Considering your most sought‐for skills, do you feel that youngsters generally receive adequate training during their school/high‐school/university years?

If not, why?

Source: Results of professionals survey – PARAGON

Shipbuilding Training in Malta

50%

50%

Yes

No

“If this involves tradesmanship, Malta has definitely lost touch, one can see and feel the shortage, example my line of business the maritime – you
cannot find tradesmen to start from boatbuilding to a finished product – this is felt and very evident. I am commenting on my line of business. Trade

apprenticeships needs to start once again.”

“In general even though the training received from school/colleges/universities, is considered enough and not enough equally, most of the companies
pointed out the practical aspect and how important it is the manual job and actual work in field, which seems that the young people are lacking. “
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CVET DEVELOPMENTS

 During the last few years the Maltese Government’s commitment to this sector resulted in the importance given to
ensure that the maritime infrastructure is relevant to the needs for its citizens and the industry.

 A number of projects that were undertaken were the repairs of the breakwaters, the panoramic bridge in Valletta, the
cruise liner berths, the water taxis and the Barrakka lift. For Malta, the blue economy is an additional path to a
sustainable future.

 VET has increasingly become a priority on a European level particularly through the Copenhagen Process1 which
emanated from the scopes of the Lisbon Agenda in recognizing the importance of developed high quality VET to
promote social inclusion, cohesion, mobility, employability and competitiveness.

 Specific emphasis was given to quality assurance in VET which would promote the VET sector as a whole in terms of
both students and employers gauging their trust and thus increasing attractiveness to vocational education.
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CVET in Blue Economy 

 It is remarkable that despite the fact that VET has become a key factor in Malta's economic growth by making society
more knowledge‐intensive, and promoting active citizenship, competition and employability it is not being prioritised
and systematically delivered yet.

 In order to assess the outlines of the CVET policy in Malta many factors should be taken into account such as the
background of the country and the present education system, the early school leavers, the demographic change, the
sectorial employment and the anticipation of labour needs.

 Even though the skills and competences of the employees gained from the school/university is satisfactory for most of
the companies, the employers anticipate the “upgrade” of those skills. For employees who wish to upskill themselves
can be provided part‐time courses. Employees and employers should together invest in lifelong learning and follow
courses to obtain qualifications enabling them to improve their employment opportunities and career advancement.

 The number of private institutions that offer CVET should be increased along with accredited courses and qualifications.
Moreover, communication between the among the training organisations and the companies should improve.
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CVET in Blue Economy 

The CVET policy in Malta should follow the lines numbered below:

•  Promote CVET as an attractive learning option;
•  Foster the excellence, quality and relevance of the training courses;
•  Make the trainings more flexible, inclusive and provide more qualifications
•  Foster innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship as well as the use of ICT;
•  Greater involvement of VET stakeholders and grater visibility for the achievements;
•  Better transparency, recognition, quality assurance and mobility;
•  Good use of EU support. 
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SWOT Analysis 

SWOT

‐ Use of VET programmes in last years.
‐ Existing knowledge and skills of the workforce meet the company’s 

current needs.
‐ Variety of trainings available in maritime sector.

‐ Lack of specific training modules for the naval sector.
‐ Organisations are not certified for training.
‐ There are no personnel in charge of the implementation of 

vocational training.
‐ Lack of specific training in secondary schools.

‐ Development of new training for high‐schools.
‐ Variety of maritime businesses can generate new knowledge.

‐ Low perception of educational needs by employers.



ANALYTICAL COMPARISON OF THE 4 COUNTRIES
 Spain, France, Malta, Portugal
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The European workforce was getting more trained in 2010 than 10 years earlier . The latest European survey on CVET within organisations showed that the training gap
between countries, although persistently significant, tended to narrow. Courses and training period have remained the prevailing option within the businesses; only a
few countries stand out as they use other training procedures.

CVET in the 4 countries

Introduction :

France, Spain, Portugal and Malta are part of
« single‐training type » countries : the share of
training companies is high when courses and
training periods are concerned (60ù), but close to
average for other types of training approaches.
(See Training procedures).

* Source CEREQ, 2013

Access rate of employed workers to training schemes in 2010 : 3 groups of countries

Low training rates

Poly‐training approaches

Single‐training approaches
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Focus on training procedures

* Source CEREQ, 2013

Training procedures

Alongside the usual courses and training periods for groups of trainees, other types of procedures can be identified. Those are funded by
the businesses; they appear to be less standardized and more individualized.

Planned training during working hours:
Such training is meant to gain practical skills and experience at the workplace, with a tutor or co‐worker, using the worker's usual tools.

Planned training involving shifts, swaps, pairing, or provisional assignment or observational internship :
They are considered as CVET only if they have been developed to upgrade the participants' skills.

Participation into learning or quality circles:
Learning circles are small groups of staff whose purpose is to work out the demands of the organisation and the procedures of work.
Groups are made up of people from the same work unit who meet at set intervals to identify and sort out their specific issues.

Planned periods for self‐training:
Self‐training requires specific tools (Softwares, online material, books) ; it includes distance training

Participation into conferences, seminar and fairs with training purposes:
These are short events (no more than a few days) that are not devised as strictly as training sessions but rather offer opportunities for
exchanges.
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State policies and legal provisions regarding lifelong training appeared in the
second half of the 20th century.

Among the 4 surveyed countries, Malta was the first who developed a State
policy for continuing training. CVET policy changes have intensified for the
last decade.
Considering the economic crisis and the new employment trends, numerous
legal provisions and State schemes have been set up to promote CVET
actions.

There have been several reforms in an attempt to standardize CVET schemes.
In the 4 countries involved, the implemented changes are meant to achieve 2
objectives:

Granting the least qualified people access to CVET options.
Granting the unemployed access to training schemes.

All four countries have rather similar training Schemes, but Spain and France
differ from Malta and Portugal in what concerns funding policies.

CVET in the 4 surveyed countries

A FEW MILESTONES : 

• Malta: Industrial Training Act : 1952 

• France:  « Delors » Law : 1971
• Portugal: Creation of the National 

Agency for Adult Education and 
Training  (ANEFA) in 1999

• Spain: Signature of the national 
agreement on continuing training in 
1996 (ANFC)

A FEW MILESTONES : 

• Malta: Industrial Training Act : 1952 

• France:  « Delors » Law : 1971
• Portugal: Creation of the National 

Agency for Adult Education and 
Training  (ANEFA) in 1999

• Spain: Signature of the national 
agreement on continuing training in 
1996 (ANFC)



FRANCE : SPAIN : PORTUGAL : MALTA :
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CVET schemes

The French schemes

> Training plan
> Individual training credits (CPF)
> Individual training leave 
> Skill assessment
> Accreditation for vocational 

experience  
> Work contract  leading to 

qualification
> Work period leading to 

qualification 

The Spanish schemes

> Training planned by the 
businesses for their staff

> Individual training leave
> Training combined with periods 

of work 
> Training programmes intended to 

employed workers, as defined by 
the State.

> Training schemes for Civil 
Servants

> Training schemes for people in 
custody

 Similarities between the four countries

Issue at stake :
Standardize the existing schemes throughout Europe 

The Portugal schemes

> Internal training:  designed, 
planned and managed by 
companies

> External training:  designed and 
managed by a training 
organization

> Modular Training
> Training given by centres

managed jointly by IEFP (National 
Institute of Employment and 
Vocational Training) and 
entrepreneurial associations

> In‐work training actions
> Work contract including training

The Maltese schemes

> Trainings that are planned and 
organized internally are managed 
appointed employees and 
departments

> Trainings sourced from external 
providers are prepared and 
delivered by the provider

> In‐work training actions
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Focus on Work&Training and Accreditation for vocational experience ('APEL')

Do you use block release contracts (alternating training and work)?

Anchored as can be in the work environment, these contracts enable trainees to
learn a job, gain approved vocational experience and integrate companies more
quickly.
Work+training (“block release”) have become widely popular and is now available
for any type of curriculum or level, from lower vocational diploma to master's
degree.

Definition : Alternating work and training involves combining the theoretical skills received at a
training center and the related on‐the‐job skills practiced at the workplace. There are two types of
such contracts: apprenticeships and 'professionalization' contracts.

 Issue at stake: make the use of block release training 
contracts  easier 

39%

56%

0%

50%

38%

93%

95%

11%

5%

France

Spain

Malta

Portugal

Yes No Unspecified

Still, only little use of Work+Training contracts (“block release” ) is made but
Spain, where indeed most companies use them.

Work+training schemes-Block release:

Do you use schemes of Accreditation for work experience ?

The APEL (Accreditation of prior experiential learning -vocational experience) 

Definition APEL allows any person whose work life has begun to get his/her experiential learning
approved so that they receive a diploma.

9%

11%

36%

9%

64%

82%

64%

86%

27%

7%

5%

France

Spain

Malta

Portugal

Yes No Unspecified

Most European companies report that they do not use Accreditation schemes.

The benefits of the Accreditation is beneficial for both employers and
employees. The approach promotes the worthiness of the staff and may
enhance their employability. Getting involved in APEL procedures may also
upgrade the company's image.

 Issue at stake: develop the use of Accreditation of Work Experience 
within businesses 

6%
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How do businesses subsidize CVET ?

FRANCE : SPAIN : PORTUGAL : MALTA :

The businesses contribute to 
OPCAs :

> 0,55% of the payroll for a 
payroll <10 

> 1% of the payroll for payroll of 
10 or more 

The Social Security collects a rate of : 

> 0,6% of the payroll of the 
businesses is collected for CVET
purposes, in addition to the 0,1% 
tax on salaries.

*businesses with a payroll of 1‐5 are 
exempt

Both countries have very similar subsidising patterns: the French and Spanish
businesses support training schemes through their contributions to a dedicated
organization that subsequently subsidizes the employed workers' training.

42% 
of the surveyed businesses declare that they 

are satisfied with the current system

78%
of the surveyed businesses declares that the 

current system does not give them satisfaction

64% 
of the surveyed businesses declares that the 

current system does not give them satisfaction

Private funding of continuing training 
is practically limited to big 
companies.

European Structural funds play a 
major role in the funding of CVET 
activities at national and regional 
level.

9% 
of the surveyed businesses  declare they are 

satisfied with the current system ‐

Most of the trainings are offered by 
external organisations thus EU 
contribution to those is the main 
source of this funding. 

Private investment for the trainings 
is extremely limited and done only by 
big companies. 

EU funds are relevant for both countries. 
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CVET implementation

Have you set up CVET actions in the last 3 years ?

Most companies have set up CVET sessions in the last 3 years, especially in Spain
and Portugal.

Important note: In 2003, the Portuguese Work Law ruled that employers should
train a minimum 10% of their permanent workforce. In addition, specific policies
have been aimed at the lower educated public.

44%

87% 81%

50%

FRANCE SPAIN PORTUGAL MALTA

Issue at stake:

> Intensify CVET implementation in the industry

>Availability of 
employees

>Lack of adequate 
training offer

>Adequate 
training is not 
available

>Training costs are 
high

>The employees’ 
availability is too 
limited to attend 
vocational training 
sessions

>Availability of 
employees

>Existing  skills 
and knowledge of 
employees 
answer the 
current needs for 
the company

If not, why ?

% of yes

The main reason for not implementing CVET, in any country, is the insufficient
availability of the staff.

However, the organisations that set up CVET actions have a specific purpose in
mind: in all countries, they are mainly seeking « skill upgrades » to increase the
industry owner's competitiveness.
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What hinders CVET ?

In your opinion, which of the following hinder continuing vocational training ?

7%

19%

35%

39%

80%

49%

18%

38%

52%

38%

57%

7%

21%

29%

29%

Difficulties identifying the company’s training needs 

Lack of adequate training offer

High training costs

The employees’ availability is too limited to attend vocational training sessions 

France Spain Portugal Malta

A vast majority of the surveyed businesses in the industry report
insufficient CVET offer , especially in Portugal and Spain (almost 50% of
the respondents).

Insufficient availability of staff as well as high training costs hinder
CVET implementation in all 4 surveyed countries.

Issue at stake : 

Expand CVET opportunities to meet company needs more aptly
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How is CVET managed ?

Is there someone/a department in you company to organize the vocational training of your workforce? 

France Spain Malta Portugal

% of 'YES' answers
62% 59%

53%
36%

Most of the European businesses in the shipbuilding industry include a resource or department in charge of
the organisation and management of their work force’s vocational training.

Issue at stake :

Make it a legal obligation for every business either 
to appoint/hire someone or have a department 
dedicated to the management of training, so that 
these 2 objectives be reached: 

> Make CVET a true factor of the enhancement of 
the company's strategic development. 

> Increase the number of training actions 
attended by employed workers 
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How is CVET managed ?

Is your business authorized to deliver continuing training? Is there an official training plan in your company ?

47%

58%

14%

59%
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% of 'YES' responses % of 'NO' responses

53%

69%

93%
86%
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A vast majority of the businesses declare they do not have the
accreditations to deliver continuing vocational training, in all the
surveyed countries.
> This lack of accreditation accounts for the use of external training.

There are disparities between countries in the way companies handle
training plans. While most Spanish and Portuguese companies have a
training plan, it is not as much the case in France (47 % of the surveyed
companies) and Malta (14%).
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The specificities of the shipbuilding industry

Does your activity require specific certifications/accreditations ? 

% of'YES' responses
Most companies in the industry require
certifications/accreditations. Apart from Malta,
countries have more than 50% of such needs.

It is also important to remember that these
certifications/accreditations must be periodically
updated.

 Continuing training thus appears as essential for
these businesses, whose activity would just be
otherwise impossible.

Certifications and accreditations are defined as “materialized statements to recognize vocational proficiency, following a procedure of appraisal.”

Certifications and accreditations 

64%

69%

43%

55%

France

Spain

Malta

Portugal
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The specificities of the businesses in the shipbuilding industry

France Spain Malta Portugal

Health and safety (work at height, in confined spaces, prevention of the risks 
linked to physical activity)

41% 71% 7% 68%

Technical (welding, engineering, assembly/fitting, cutting, …) 28% 80% 29% 77%

Industrial performance, project management 38% 49% 7% 55%

Lifting and handling 16% 18% 7% 45%

Foreign languages 31% 38% 0% 50%

Computing and office software 28% 29% 36% 59%

Which of the following technical skills and competences are generally considered as essential for your business in the years to come ?

The technical skills and competence that businesses consider as essential are ‐ in order of importance:

• Health and safety,mostly in France, Portugal and Spain ranked 1st 
• Technical skills ranked 2nd  (Spain and Portugal)
• Finally,  industrial performance and management 
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Analytical comparison

Countries such as Spain, France and Portugal are endowed with a private industrial fabric "historically sized and spread over all their territories – on a
whole country or coastal regional scale" and have a consequential activity along the entire chain from construction to ship repair.
With regard to Malta, a major difference is that its shipbuilding industry is of public nature and mainly concentrated in Malta for the modification, repair
and cleaning of large vessels (cargo, tankers and cruise‐liners).

Nevertheless, there are many similarities between the partner countries, namely:
• Same type of production (merchant ships, fishing, Naval, etc ...)
• Same typology of companies (small and medium‐sized firms of less than 250 persons)
• A correspondence in the identification of sought‐after skills and especially in the production trades.

The qualitative analysis of the questionnaires opens new fields of prospection in the development of ship‐related industries through focusing on human
resources; there is a strong dynamic to enter into play. Hence the importance of the IBCVET project which makes it possible to constitute a structured
group based on exchange, listening and mutual understanding of the problems specific to each country.
Here are the first positive elements that can be observed at the end of the WP 2 phase.

The view expressed by the consortium is based on the assumption that the labour force required for the development of ship‐related industries exists but
requires essential upgrading through continuing vocational training.
Indeed, it is important to rely on that which already exists while keeping an objective analysis of the shortcomings inherent in the activity of shipbuilding
and repair.

Differences have been identified in what makes it possible for each partner to progress towards the necessary level of maturity in order to obtain that
level of professionalism which is essential to sector competitiveness and human resources efficiency. The analysis takes into account the different modes
of more or less organized learning depending on the country and uses as much as possible the common systems while integrating the absolute necessity
to offer personalized training with regard to the professional profile of each player and always in accordance with the specificity of shipbuilding and repair
activity.

WP2 enables us to focus on three main areas: sharing the tools embodied in this through the "continuing vocational training" platform, developing a
reference framework of good practices and establishing sustainable links offering a "European ship‐related industries” field of learning.
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Analytical comparison

In order to enable continual adjustment of skills needs in the construction and repair sector, it is essential to make companies aware of the catalogue of
specific training courses for the ship‐related industries as well as all training programs directly relevant to the sector.

The IBCVET project thus allows this mobilization to be carried out in anticipation of the Naval and Maritime Industries sector, by implementing concrete
and result‐oriented actions, namely:
• The identification of existing training in each of the partner countries,
• To identify accessibility for the various public groups, specifically those least trained, to the training actions which enable an increase in the level of

human resources
• To build a common reference of key qualifications and skills required in the future
• To project the qualitative adequacy of the training apparatus to its current needs
• To recommend measures to be taken for changing employment policies and adapting the availability of continuing vocational training with the aim of

helping companies meet their challenges according to their typology
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Target : 
A training organization that offers 
courses for the maritime industry

Management :
As suits you best

Email ‐
Face‐to‐face interview* ‐

Phone interview ‐
* Please make sure you have the employers sign 

when they attend face‐to‐face interviews

 METHOD

Duration of the survey : 
May vary based on the 

number of courses that are 
offered by the organization

Objectives :
List up existing offers that relate to the 
maritime industry in your area

Deadline :
End of the survey August 31 , 2016

Results :
Centralize all the results in an Excel 
worksheet in English for September 26, 
2016 at the latest

%
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Methodology
Questionnaire : training organizations

To establish the ICT platform covering continuing training courses a questionnaire was sent to training organizations. The method of administering the
questionnaire was chosen by the partner.

 The aim was to produce a database listing the continuing training courses of interest to ship‐related industries.
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Methodology
Questionnaire : training organizations

The platform herewith presented is an agent consultation platform to share knowledge and experiences around integrated strategies for CVET
(upskilling and reskilling). It is a database that includes the CVET opportunities in the shipbuilding industry, particularly for adults with low qualifications.
The partners involved have identified several trainings that are offered in Portugal, Malta, Galicia and Brittany and published the ones that are
considered Continuous Vocational Education and Training according to the definition of Cedefop .
CVET (Continuing Vocational Education and Training) is a form of learning that cannot be substituted by others, whether higher education, general
education or initial VET (Cedefop, 2014b).

Education or training after initial education and training, or after entry into working life aimed at helping individuals to:
• improve or update their knowledge and/or skills;
• acquire new skills for a career move or retraining;
• continue their personal or professional development.

CVET is part of lifelong learning (LLL) and may encompass any kind of education (general, specialised or vocational, formal or non‐formal, etc.). It is a
part of adult learning oriented towards professional development and it is crucial for the employability of individuals.
Moreover, considering that the project is targeted to low skilled adults, only the trainings accessible to low skilled people were taken into consideration.
In order to do so, the criteria used followed the European Qualification Framework.

The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a European‐wide qualifications framework which joins the qualifications of different European
countries together. The EQF helps to compare national qualifications systems and enable communication among them. The EQF has eight common
European reference levels, which are described in learning outcomes: knowledge, skills and competences.

The platform will mobilize relevant stakeholders (public authorities, employers, sectorial and professional associations, and training agents) around
integrated strategies for CVET development.

ibcvet.paragonweb.eu/



Access : 

• Partners
• Training organizations
• Industry
• Others, …?

Set up of the ICT platform by PARAGON

Entries : 

all partners

Define the 
format : 

• Excel
• Access
• Intranet
• Others ,… ?

Selected
information:

See enclosed
proposal

 METHOD

 Objective : design a database that includes the CVET opportunities in the shipbuilding industry, particularly for 
adults with low qualifications

134

ICT Platform



 RESULTS
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Methodology

FRANCE : SPAIN : PORTUGAL : MALTA :

Each country was qualified to adjust survey questions to country‐specific items  prior to circulating them to training organization.
The following is a summary of the data received by country :

Number of listed
trainings :

227

Number of listed
trainings :

79

Number of listed
trainings :

12

Number of listed
trainings :

4

 Of all the partner countries, 342 trainings are registered, representing 86 training organizations

Questionnaire : training organizations
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 The ICT platform identifies all existing CVET opportunities related to the SHIPBUILDING in the four selected regions.

Presentation

ibcvet.paragonweb.eu/
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TRAINING
> Title
> Specific to the naval sector
> Level (diploma, degree)
> Qualification level (EQF)
> Training objectives
> Duration of the course
> Prerequisites
> Number of attendees (capacity)

COST OF THE TRAINING COURSE
> Total cost of the training course
> Paid for by the employer
> By the trainee
> Amount of the subsidies

TRAINING ORGANIZATION
> Accreditation number
> Organization
> Adress
> Postcode
> City
> Country
> Website
> Fields of training in which the organization specializes

CONTACT
> Name
> First name
> Email
> Tel 

Which info should be collected ?

24
fields in which 
the training 
providers had 
to fill 

Number of 
"different" 

training

Total number of 
training (delivered 

by multiple 
organizations)

Training 
organization –
training center

France 227 407 23
Malta 24 64 4

Portugal 12 13 6
Spain 79 187 53
Total 342 671 86

Results in each country :

This training offer applies to the shipbuilding industry even though not all
of it is industry‐specific.
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Contact detailsBusiness identification

Questionnaire
Business organizations

Name of the company: …………………………………………….……………….…………………………

Line of business: ……………………………………………………….……………….……………………….…

Name : …………………………….. First name : ……………………………..

Email : …………………………………………………….……………………………..

Tel : ……………………………..

Address: ……………………………………………………………………..……………..…………………………

Postcode : …………………………. City : ………………………………………..……………………..

Start up date : ………………….. Code APE/NAF of the company : …………………..

Collective agreement : ………………………………………………………………………………………………….………..

2016

2015

2014

Payroll (in Full‐Time Equivalent) : 

General information :

Please mention the number of employees 
aged over 55: …………………..

Average age : …………………..

Average seniority : …………………..

Men Women

Workers

Technicians ; 
supervisors

State engineers and 
managers

Distribution of your workforce based on job category :

N # SIREN/SIRET (unique identification number) : ……………………………………………….………..

ADJUST THE DOCUMENT FOR EACH COUNTRY
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Questionnaire
Business organizations

Continuing  vocational education and training :

Does your industry require specific certifications (electricity, HVLV, work at 
height, … ) ?

 Yes  No

If so, which are they ?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

How much of the payroll is spent on training ? (percentage)

 None  0.1% to 2%  2% to 4% More than 4%

Is there someone/a department in charge of the implementation of  
vocational training courses for the workforce?

 Yes  No

Have you used continuing vocational training courses in the past 3 years? 

 Yes  No

If so, what was the percentage of the staff involved ?
…………………………

What type of training scheme was it ?
 Internal (designed and managed by the company)
 External (designed and managed by another organization)
 Other training types : ………………………………………………

Is subsidizing satisfactory ?

 Yes  No

Who has/have been your main provider(s) of training solutions for 
external vocational training courses , based on field:

 Technical : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
 Management : …………………………………………………………………………………………………
 Health, Safety, Hygiene : ………………………………………………………………………………
 Foreign languages : ……………..…………………………………………………………………………
 Others (please specify) : ……………………………………………………………………………….

If you have not used vocational training schemes, please state why :

 The existing knowledge and skills of the workforce meet the company’s 
current needs.

 The training needs of the company are difficult to identify 
 Adequate training is not available
 Training costs are high
 The employees’ availability is too limited to attend vocational training sessions
 Others:  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Is your organization accredited to teach internal courses ?
 Yes  No

If so, is your accreditation
 For your staff only ?
 Open to outside company staff ( inter‐company training) ?

Does the company have an official training scheme ? 
 Yes  No

ADJUST THE DOCUMENT FOR EACH COUNTRY
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Questionnaire
Business organizations

Considering  your most sought‐for skills, do you feel that youngsters 
generally receive adequate training during their school/high‐
school/university years?

 Yes  No

If not, why ?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Does your company usually assess the results of the vocational training 
schemes ?
 Yes  No

If it does, which of the following methods are used ?
 Survey among the attendees
 Appraisal by the management based on the training objectives
 Others : ……………………………………………………………………….

In your opinion, which of the following hinder continuing vocational  
training?

 Difficulties identifying the company’s training needs 
 Lack of adequate training offer

Do you use schemes of Accreditation of Prior Learning ?
 Yes  No

Do you use apprenticeship block release contracts ? 
 Yes  No

If you do, which one(s) ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

If not, why ? Have you ever considered such contracts ?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Which of the following technical skills and competencies are generally 
considered as essential for your business in the years to come ?

 Health and safety (work at height, in confined spaces, prevention of the risks linked 
to physical activity)
 Technical (welding, engineering, assembly/fitting, cutting, …)
 Industrial performance, project management
 Lifting and handling
 Foreign languages
 Computing and office software
 Others : .......…………………………………………………………………………………………

What do you expect from continuing vocational training ? (upgrades, better skills, diversification, …) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

 High training costs
 The employees’ availability is too limited to attend vocational training 

sessions 
 Others :………………………………………………………………………….………………………….

ADJUST THE DOCUMENT FOR EACH COUNTRY
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Questionnaire
Training organization

 MARITIME CONTINUING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Organization : …………………………………………………………………………………………

Address : ………………………………………………………………………………..………………

Postcode : ………….. City : ……………………………..

Name: …………………………….. First name: …………………………..

Email : …………………………………………………….……………………………..

Tel : ……………………………..

ContactTraining organization

Field(s) of training in which the organization specializes ‐ in (500)  characters :
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………

Website : ……………….……………………………………………………………………….……..

Accreditation number : …………………………………………………………………..………

ADJUST THE DOCUMENT FOR EACH COUNTRY
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Questionnaire
Training organization

 MARITIME CONTINUING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

ANSWERS BY THE TRAINING ORGANIZATION

Title: 

Level (diploma, degree):

Training objectives :

Duration of the course : 

Prerequisites (level, eligibility,…) :

Number of attendees (capacity) :

Total cost of the training course  : Paid for by the employer:………..…..       /        by the trainee:…………...…

Amount of the subsidies  ( OPCA) :

Average attendance rate :  30 to 50%           50 to 80% More than 80%

Any difficulties finding companies/attendees?

If so, how do you account for the difficulties?

Profile of the workers who attend (job title, position) ?

Number of the training courses your organization offers

Which specifically apply to the maritime industry? ………………… Which are somehow related to the maritime industry?………………………

ADJUST THE DOCUMENT FOR EACH COUNTRY
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Questionnaire
Training organization

 MARITIME CONTINUING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

What communication tools are used to promote your training courses?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………

Comments:

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………

Is a quality survey carried out at the end of each training course?

• Among the trainees  Yes  No        If so, what is the feedback rate? …………………………

• Among the employers (companies)              Yes  No        If so, what is the feedback rate? ………………………..

If feedback is received, which main points are stressed ( areas of improvement, …) ?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………

ADJUST THE DOCUMENT FOR EACH COUNTRY
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